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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Whether people realize it or not, The Great Reset is a globalist plan that is moving forward at

lighting speed. The COVID-19 pandemic was part and parcel of that plan, as detailed in Klaus

Schwab’s book, “COVID-19: The Great Reset,”  but to really fulMll the technocrats’ ambitions, a war

of some kind is likely needed. As reported by Dr. Vernon Coleman with The Exposé:

“Now that they’ve got most people cowering behind the sofa or under the bed because of

the fake COVID threat, they have introduced two new threats to the menu: war and storms

... they were always going to do this ... To keep us on our toes some of the storms will be

ferocious. Those will probably be the manufactured ones.

And there will be heat waves, heavy snow falls and probably a tsunami or two (easily

created, as I previously explained, with an underwater explosion). You can’t kill billions with

bad weather of course but you can push up the prices of food and energy and kill millions

through wrecked economies, poverty and starvation.

The recent storms in the UK led to immediate closures of schools and railways (‘just in

case a tree fell down and hurt someone’) and the halting of supermarket deliveries. All this

was patently overkill to do more damage to society and the economy. We have to

remember that population control is one of the purposes of everything that is happening.

Wars are coming too — as they threatened some time ago. We’re clearly heading for

another long Cold War with Russia and China on one side and America and Europe on the

other.

It is diQcult to avoid the feeling that Schwab is behind the scenes pulling strings and if,

following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the West does decide to intervene militarily, it will be

because the conspirators want it to happen and see it as a way to further damage the

global economy and cause a few million deaths.

Remember that ruining the global economy is an essential step on the route to the Great

Reset. The rhetoric coming from Washington and London certainly suggest that both Biden

and Johnson are desperate to exacerbate the situation, cause more terror, push up energy

prices and terrify everyone.

Once you realize what their plan is it is easy to see what is going to happen next ...

Remember: the COVID fraud was just the beginning. The conspirators have only just

started their campaign to take total control.”

Total Control Through Digital IDs

Sadly, he’s correct. There’s no doubt calamitous weather events and world war have been part of the

plan from the start. They need chaos, mass casualties and Mnancial chaos in order to create the

desperation necessary for people to give up their freedoms and give in to tyrannical control.

But the stick is not the only tool in the technocrats’ toolbox. They also use carrots, and perceived

convenience is an oft-used one. Case in point: digital IDs. The World Economic Forum (WEF),

founded by Schwab, has for years promoted the implementation of digital IDs, and ensuring that

everyone on the planet has a legal, digital identity is part of the United Nations’ 2030 Sustainable

Development Goals.

“Convenience” is a key incentive for digital IDs. With a central digital ID on your phone (and

eventually an implanted chip), you’d be able to do everything from checking into a doctor’s o[ce to

securing a mortgage.

In an article  arguing for digital IDs, the WEF also stresses that millions of people who \ee their

homelands due to war or persecution cannot secure refugee status due to the fact that they lost

their identity documents in the confusion. Apparently, they want us to believe that no one would

ever \ee a situation without the cell phone holding their digital identity. Or perhaps they’re jumping

straight to implants?

They also claim nearly a billion people have no legal identity and therefore cannot open a bank

account, get a loan or vote. But is that really justiMcation enough to foist digital IDs on everyone,

whether you have a real need for it or not? No, it’s not about need. It’s not about convenience. It’s

about them getting control over us.

Financial Transparency — Who’s It Really For?

In that same article,  the WEF reviews a digital ID app with an ingenious “transparency engine.” The

argument is that this feature would enable charities to “follow the money they send to projects.”

This way, they can account for where all the donations went.

Anyone who has looked into the WEF’s plans for mankind knows that this example is pure baloney.

A system of Mnancial transparency is never going to be used to give regular folk insight into an

organization’s Mnancial dealings. It will be used to give the ruling technocracy insight into our

Mnancial transactions — yours and mine.

The Canadian Freedom Convoy and prime minister Justin Trudeau’s invocation of the Emergencies

Act offered a rare glimpse into the power they want over your Mnances. They want to be able to

single out every single person that contributes to an anti-establishment cause, even if it’s just a few

measly dollars, and seize everything you have in retribution. Trudeau had to invoke extraordinary

emergency powers to do that.

In the future, the ruling cabal want to be able to do it automatically and continuously. Make no

mistake, the digitization of your identity and Mnances means they’ll have the power to throttle your

Mnances if you misbehave. In a worst-case scenario, they’ll have the power to turn you into a non-

entity, locking you out of your identity credentials altogether.

I really cannot overstate the danger of digitizing and linking together all of your personal records.

As noted by the WEF itself, our digital identity “determines what products, services and information

we can access — or conversely, what is closed off to us.”  Doesn’t that tell you everything you need

to know?

Understanding the Scope of ‘Digital Identity’

In an article on The Sociable, Tim Hinchliffe warns:

“Your digital identity can be used against you in the event of a great reset ... [W]hile digital

identities show great promise towards improving the livelihoods of millions, they are also

used by authoritarian governments to pro[le and police citizen behavior under a social

credit system.

The idea behind digital identities is simple enough. All the data collected from every online

interaction you make with the private and public sectors goes into forming your digital

identity. This data can include your personal:

• Search history

• Social media interactions

• Online pro[les

• Device location

• Medical records

• Financial ledgers

• Legal documents

• And more

By connecting your every online/o`ine interaction, the WEF envisions your digital identity

being linked to:

• Every click, comment, and share you make on social media

• Every [nancial transaction you record

• Your location and where you travel

• What you buy and sell

• Your personal health data and medical records

• The websites that you visit

• Your participation in civic functions (i.e. voting, taxes, bene[ts, etc.)

• How much energy you consume

• And more

Thus, your digital identity becomes an account of your social behavior, which can be

policed ... [T]here will be a class system where people are given access to privileged

information, products, and/or services based on the data recorded in their digital

identities.”

The graphic below, from the WEF, illustrates their idea of how your digital identity will interact with

the world. Every last thing you can think of is to be connected to your digital identity, and your

behavior, beliefs and opinions will dictate what you can and cannot do within society. It will unlock

doors where someone like you is welcome, and lock the ones where you’re not.

If you think the idea of vaccine passports is insane, wait until your access to critical infrastructure

and services is dependent not just on your vaccination status, but also what books you’ve bought,

what ideas you’ve shared, and who you’ve given money or emotional support to.

The Difference Between IdentiJcation and Digital Identity

Hinchliffe accurately notes that there’s a big difference between identity and identiMcation.

IdentiMcation refers to documents that prove you are who you say you are. A digital identity is NOT

merely a form of identiMcation. As you can see from the short-lists above, it’s much, much more.

Your “identity” is who you actually are, and a digital identity will keep a permanent record of your

choices and behaviors, 24/7.

“Identity encompasses everything that makes you unique,” Hinchliffe notes,  “and your

identity is what the WEF is really interested in. Step out of line, and every social media

interaction in which you partake, every penny you trade, and every move you make can be

used against you.”

Indeed, having access to everyone’s digital identity is the key to successful manipulation and

control of the global population. Writing for Coin Telegraph, hacker and tech executive Trent

Lipinski also pointed out that:

“With a few tweaks of code, blockchain can be corrupted by authoritarians to build social

credit enslavement systems. If world governments legislate encryption technology for their

own purposes and pervert consensus mechanisms for their own centralized enslavement

systems, we will end up with digital currencies that can be used against the people of the

world.”

The Fourth Industrial Revolution

People aren’t merely confused about what digital identity actually entails. Most also don’t

understand the intended scope of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, another concept invented by

Schwab and promoted through the WEF.

“ Schwab and his technocratic allies dream of
turning mankind into cyborgs with limited or no
capacity to free will. The inability to comprehend or
accept just how twisted and power hungry these
individuals are, is a psychological hurdle we need
to overcome.”

The Fourth Industrial Revolution is really just another name for transhumanism. I suppose they

decided it would be easier to fool people with that term than to call it what it actually is.

Schwab and his technocratic allies dream of turning mankind into cyborgs with limited or no

capacity to free will. My guess is that for most, that sounds more like what nightmares are made of.

The inability to comprehend or accept just how twisted and power hungry these individuals are, is a

psychological hurdle we need to overcome.

Schwab himself has stated that “the Fourth Industrial Revolution will lead to a fusion of our

physical, our digital, and our biological identities.”  Beyond your own “enhanced” 5G cloud-

connected self, the WEF foresees a near future in which everyone’s digital identity is connected to

each other through an Internet of Bodies (IoB).

The Internet of Bodies

In its 2020 brieMng document on the IoB,  the WEF describes the IoB as an ecosystem of “an

unprecedented number of sensors,” including emotional sensors, “attached to, implanted within, or

ingested into human bodies to monitor, analyze and even modify human bodies and behavior.”

See, I’m not the one predicting they might want to modify your behavior and control your

psychological reality. THEY are the ones stating that this is what they intend to do. Every new

technology, every new surveillance opportunity they bring forward is to further this aim.

“Now, who could possibly bene[t from the massive consolidation of every intimate detail of

your life?” Hinchliffe asks.  “According to a recent RAND corporation report,  the IoB

‘might trigger breakthroughs in medical knowledge […] Or it might enable a surveillance

state of unprecedented intrusion and consequence.’

The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has taken the notion of the IoB to create an Orwellian

surveillance state that pegs the digital identities of its ‘netizens’ to a social crediting

system.

From ‘deadbeat debtor’ contact tracing apps that alert citizens with a warning whenever

they come with 500 meters of someone who is in debt  to the DNA phenotyping  of over 1

million Uyghurs sent to ‘re-education camps’  — the CCP is a living example of some of the

horrible ways in which digital identities can be exploited ...

The great reset is not a mandate from the people — It is a manufactured ideology

concocted by a group of un-elected globalists trying to sway ‘stakeholders’ into creating a

new economy and social structure out of the destruction of the old ... But should society’s

fate be mandated from the Davos elite?”

We’ve Been Played Like Fiddles

The shocking reality is that the COVID pandemic was not an “act of God.” It was part of the plan, like

everything else. In 2018 and 2019, this global cabal planned, practiced and coordinated their

responses during pandemic tabletop exercises (Clade X and Event 201). The solutions concocted

during these pandemic scenarios “were in lockstep with The Great Reset,” Hinchliffe notes.

In other words, all of the pandemic countermeasures we’ve all lived through for the past two years

had one goal, and it had nothing to do with saving lives. It had to do with furthering The Great Reset

goals, which require top-down governance.

Schwab himself has bragged about grooming and installing political leaders across the world’s

governments,  which answers the question as to how and why so many leaders have willingly gone

along with policies that are clearly destructive to their own economies and societies.
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along with policies that are clearly destructive to their own economies and societies.

The only way this makes sense is by accepting that the technocratic cabal, which for decades has

been secretly pulling levers behind the curtain like the Wizard of Oz, want economies to fail. They

want them to fail so they can replace them with a new all-digital system where they have access to

your wallet and can control your behavior through Mnancial penalties for undesired behaviors.

They want small businesses out of the way, so their monopolies are all that’s left. They want mass

deaths, because robots and artiMcial intelligence are taking over the bulk of currently available jobs.

The plan is to institute a universal wage, so the fewer people there are, the better.

They want frightened, uneducated and socially inept children because they’re easier to mold into

obedient nonthinkers who will accept things like emotional trackers and AI that tells you when to

take a pill.

They don’t care about what you want, because to them you’re not even human. They’re human;

you’re just a commodity, and they’ve Mgured out how to proMt from every move you make, and then

some.

All this talk about the common good, fairness and equity, that’s just PR. Technocrats’ idea of

fairness and equity is everyone being the same level of destitute. As declared by the WEF, “by 2030,

you will own nothing.” Who then will own everything? They will.

Is a Cyber Attack Next?

In another more recent Sociable article,  Hinchliffe highlights emerging cyber security risks and the

WEF’s July 2022 Cyber Polygon  event, which will focus on “raising global cyber resilience” in

sectors that use cloud services, such as Mnance, retail, health care, transportation and more.

According to Schwab, “lack of cybersecurity has become a clear and immediate danger to our

society worldwide.” In 2020, he stated:

“We need vaccines to immunize ourselves. The same is true for cyberattacks ... We need to

build IT infrastructures that have digital antibodies built-in inherently to protect

themselves ...

We all know, but still pay insuQcient attention to, the frightening scenario of a

comprehensive cyber attack, which would bring a complete halt to the power supply,

transportation, hospital services, our society as a whole ... The COVID-19 crisis would be

seen ... as a small disturbance in comparison to a major cyber attack.”

Based on how other exercises have magically manifested in the real world, it’s not unreasonable to

suspect that a major cyberattack is being planned by the very same people who claim they want to

prevent it.

But even if that doesn’t happen, one thing we can be completely sure of is that whatever

cybersecurity measures they come up with will serve the technocratic agenda, which again, is to

enslave humanity in a 5G cyborg ecosystem and elevate themselves to the status of gods,

micromanaging the lives of every person through the use of algorithms and artiMcial intelligence.

Preventing it will require an unprecedented level of unity and solidarity among the people of the

world. There are billions of us and perhaps only a few thousand of them, but their technological and

Mnancial control still makes this a David versus Goliath battle.

The difference between our real-world situation and the Biblical version is that no one David can

win this Mght by himself. We must unite and stand as one, like billions of ants forming a single

body. We may not have the weapons they do, but we have the advantage of sheer numbers.

I believe the answer is to refuse any and all “solutions” coming from this global cabal, en masse,

and to build our own parallel societies and industries — a “reset,” but one that we actually want and

not the one they’ve planned for us. It won’t be easy, but the alternative is the destruction of

humanity.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Mnally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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Freedom and democracy are lost with the ignorance of people and submission to the tyranny of authority. The culprits of this situation

meet in Davos to continue with the strategies of disinformation and manipulation. All this is part of a psychological strategy to

convince people of the goodness of being controlled as a previous step of a total mental domination of people on their way to the

Great Reset. With the help of the globalist Rockefeller Foundation, the United Nations, and various public-private partners

(non-governmental organizations or NGOs), the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation was feverishly plotting a “fully digitized eugenics and

depopulation agenda” unfolding with the plandemic. It aims to inject every human being with microchips that can be accessed

remotely using 5G and later 6G technologies.

It is a totally electronic identiMcation, which links everything with everything of each individual (health, criminal, banking, personal and

private records, etc.), being administered by a state agency or in extremis, by the private sector”, reports The Burning Platform on

technology. The technology will be forced on everyone. The founder of the EMF, Klaus Schwab, promised this with the rhetoric of the

“Great Reset”, which is materializing at “breaking speed”, thanks to the plandemic. It is Gates, Rockefeller and other globalists who are

pumping endless money to see this diabolical plan come to life.
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Along these lines, social credit scoring is a way that governments, banks, and insurers rate you for your actions both online and

orine. Overspending or associating with the wrong people could lower your score and lead to Mnancial and social constraints.

Humanity needs to Mght against the enslavement of the Great Reset. We do not want to have owners who take away our

freedom of thought and action. We don't want the new landlords of big capital, monopolies and the surveillance state,

technocratic forces and transhuman man, and we certainly don't want vaccines. LIBERTY !

www.globalresearch.ca/implanted-vaccine-package-id-germanys-parliament..  (11/30/2021)

www.theburningplatform.com/2021/11/30/digital-tyranny-and-the-rockefel..  (11/30/2’21)

allnewspipeline.com/Americans_Are_Being_Terminated_For_Thought_Crimes...  (2021)
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Thanks GUI for the warnings. This is planned to become active before 2030. We will have thought police like in the book 1984.

We already see that now, people being banned from facebook, twitter. Like Dr Mercola, banned from Youtube. They have put Dr.

Mercola site deliberate low in ranking on search engines of Microsoft and Google, while critics of Dr. Mercola are put high on

the list. This is thought police already. Also you get brainwashed by fake media. This will get worse the more power WEF get.

Why they have built 1001 FEMA camps all over the US? For the 2030 takeover? Maybe they send you to FEMA camps if you try

to resist them. Dr. Mercola better get out of the US before 2030, before they send him to a FEMA camp in Alaska, because he

will be short on vitamin D there, and no more walks on a warm sunny Florida beach. Gui, if Dr. Mercola \ees in time to Asturias,

will he be safe there?
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Gui & all, it has already gone too far. There has been one foundation block followed by another over decades. We have had

those who have rang a bell of warning already thrown in jail, forced into exile, lives destroyed, reputations ruined by not so

obvious measures at the time. Now we have the distraction of war, or the rumors of war, revival of the nuclear terror with no

desk to hide under. I'm in conversations with some who are just starting to wake up & they think they are the only ones, or of the

few. They are stunned for how long Schwab/Gates & all \at out tell us what their intentions are & what the tactics they are using

or going to use. Good luck trying to get through to those lost in fear, bless them for they know not what they do.

We have to focus on what it is we can do. If fortunate enough, work with others to shut down feeding these beasts. We can't

obsess over what we can't do or haven't been able to do yet. Each little effort adds a drop to the bucket. We have suburbs

basically built on food plains. Levees consolidating fresh water & rushing fresh water out to sea as fast as it possibly can be

done. Blackrock buying up single owner homes sometimes paying double what the market would normally expect, along with

Mr. Greenjeans Gates buying farmlands. More digital than nearly anyone would imagine already.

People obsess over food & important as it is, our ability to have healthy shelter, keep warm, healthy drinking water & our ability

to make & cloth ourselves along with the means to make our tools are critical. To defend our birth rights as living beings in the

Predator$ imposed crooked, rigged, self-serving system will be no small task. For those who are calling Doc a \ake, nut job, all

this is nuts, BUT IT IS COMING FROM THE WEF FROM THEIR LIPS TO OUR EARS. There will be no Doc Mercola website, or

anything like it in the Predator$ designs if they succeed in their plans. The rub is, the Predator$ will fail in the end no matter

what.
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It has all gone too far. Look what is in place in China. Look what has been done to the Freedom Convoy in Canada. Look at the

same thing with Russia shutting down the digital & banking. More so, what has & is already being done - under the radar to us

on a daily basis?
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Hi, Gui. Thanks for the links. I've been thinking about those mRNA shots (from the beginning) and I'd like to play a little "what if"

with you. What if the shots already contained "smart dust" or similar particles; nano computers that are already prepping the

population for Transhumanism? Why else would there be a globally coordinated over-the-top aggressive push to have "every

person on the planet" injected, with the so-called "vaccines". Do you; do others think about such things? I do. After reading

some of the "Global Research" article, I decided to do a search to test my "theory".

I came upon something quite interesting. I suggest that everyone read this and look at the embedded videos - all of it! I offered

links to "smart dust" and other such technologies awhile ago and suspect that they were largely ignored. We are much closer to

this takeover of humanity than people think - and those are only the ones who are actually 'thinking"! Personally; I doubt if we

have more than a couple of years left before it all changes! - "In 1997, DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency)

funded Pister’s research as part of their Smart Dust project.

(DARPA was also involved in the development of mRNA technology). Then, in 2001, the American military conducted a

surveillance test with the devices. After successfully calculating the speed and direction of 142 military vehicles, the test was

declared a great success." - rairfoundation.com/the-great-transhumanism-reset-smart-dust-spying-on-..  --- BTW: What exactly

is the problem with this site getting the paragraphs to format properly! It makes it very di[cult to read the content properly!
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Gui; I just read the rest of the "Global Research" article. It's right in line with what I suggested in my post.
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Yes, Pete, in freedom and in health, there is Mghting the domination of big pharmaceuticals, the censorship of institutions and

ultimately the deep state, the monopolistic prices of medicine and the assault and imprisonment of people who are dare to tell

the truth about the healing properties of superfoods and nutritional supplements. When the proMts of big pharmaceuticals are

at stake, the dictatorship enters the scene. Dr. Mercola's research work and the statements and protocols of many scientists

have saved countless lives, equipping ordinary people with the tools they need to manage their health and avoid falling victim to

the death spiral of genetic weapons called "vaccines." ”.

Media outlets like CNN, CCHR, and Big Tech have sought to control the narrative of this fake pandemic. NewsGuard's

health-related service called HealthGuard is also associated with CCHR. They are all destroyers of the truth of science, they are

an essential part of a fascism that is hard at work in America and spreading under the guise of a virus pandemic. The leaders of

these elite globalist associations are launching a "counter-offensive" against Americans who know what is really going on, and

are mostly healthy people of heart and spirit.
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Yes, Just, many people and many professionals are defending the truth with solid arguments, where the global measures taken

to combat SARS-CoV-2 largely violate this vision, exposing fraudulent diagnoses, the defense of the immune system and

immunity. natural by other coronaviruses, protection of vulnerable groups, media disinformation, intervention with a "vaccine" to

treat people like guinea pigs instead of early and effective treatments, calling for the immediate restoration of the government

of all our civil liberties Lies sometimes can't be sustained for long and the false pandemic is being controlled in part by the

truth. The United States Senate approved a measure on March 3 that would end the national emergency over COVID-19.

The resolution passed 48-47 on a party-line vote. “After nearly two years of living under this state of emergency, the American

people are worn out and yearning to breathe free; they long for their God-given freedoms, and for leaders to take their side.

There is no doubt, it's time for our nation to learn to live with COVID,” Sen. Roger Marshall (R-Kan.), who introduced the measure,

said in a statement after the vote. www.theepochtimes.com/us-senate-passes-bill-to-end-covid-19-national-e..  (03/03/2022)
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An internal memo circulating among Democrats is also reportedly urging them to declare victory over the Wuhan coronavirus

and immediately end all associated restrictions and mandates before the 2020 midterm elections come around. However, it

may already be too late, as the Democrats have all but destroyed their chances of any kind of victory this fall. Even so, they are

still desperately Mghting to scrap the narrative they have been pushing for the past two years as if voters somehow forgot

everything they did. Dated Feb. 24, the memo advises Democratic politicians to “take credit for ending the COVID crisis phase of

the COVID war, signaling important victories such as vaccine distribution, and providing economic stability to Americans.”

Americans, and fully enter the reconstruction phase that comes after any war. ”

www.lifesitenews.com/news/leaked-memo-urges-democrats-to-declare-victo..  (01/03/2022)
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Yes, Randy, we are in a world of psychopaths. Their link is an example of the man-machine fusion that is being used to further

the interests of the globalists, reshape humanity and gain total control over all aspects of our lives. The options are diabolical:

"Chips can stick to people's hands and track people around the world, collect medical data like blood pressure or blood sugar

levels, and biometric data." Also in this article, Texas researchers have created an intelligent skin that robots can wear. The new

sensor-packed material is so sensitive that it outperforms real human skin when it comes to detecting objects through touch,

says an article in Nanowerks. The sensor's skin is so sensitive that it can potentially identify a person's identity by touch alone.

It can detect oily Mngerprints on its waterproof surface and differentiate one set of Mngerprints from another.

www.nanowerk.com/.../newsid=50862.php  The COVID-19 pandemic has been exploited as an excuse to further normalize

surveillance and monitor an increasing number of people's daily activities around the world under the guise of public health, a

tech watchdog warned on Thursday. Jathan Sadowski, a researcher at the Emerging Technologies Research Laboratory at

Monash University in Australia, noted that the pandemic marks a real tipping point for this type of intrusion.
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Since the start of the coronavirus pandemic, automated decision-making (ADM) systems have been adopted with almost no

transparency, adequate safeguards, and democratic debate, according to the nonproMt organization AlgorithmWatch, which

tracks ADM systems and their impacts on the society. The situation regarding WMDs is even worse than before the COVID-19

pandemic started because they now include digital contact tracing apps and digital COVID certiMcates. The group noted that the

adoption of these tools occurred quickly and without any consideration of risk. COVID-19 and the mass surveillance adopted in

Europe and elsewhere over the past two years are part of an "unprecedented social experiment in health surveillance."

www.aljazeera.com/economy/2021/12/9/pandemic-exploited-to-adopt-mass-s..

 www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2021-12-09/the-pandemic-brought-hei..
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Note: The "pig" demonstration video in the "Rair" link that I supplied, is very disturbing! What's even more disturbing; are the

"pigs" in the audience, applauding this insanity!
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newspunch.com/world-economic-forum-unveils-orwellian-global-coalition-..  crazy little rabbit trail to go down!  It's so

interesting how everything connects.
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Thanks for the reply and the link, Gui. From the beginning (I hate having to repeat myself; as much as some people hate to hear

it!) I've stated that covid was a "weapon of mass distraction and a means to an end". There should no longer be any doubt of

what that end is. All of this technology is already in place and just waiting to be rolled out! I would send all of this info from

today - which is all anyone would need, in order to understand exactly what's coming, to some people; although, I already know

that it would be summarily dismissed! What a sad and pathetic world we live in...and if the evil oligarchs get their way; that will

be the least of our worries!
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In truth "freedom and democracy" cannot co-exist. Pay close attention to the words that you use. freedom and LIBERTY CAN not

come from a democracy. Liberty and freedom ARE granted at birth by GOD, the ALMIGHTY CREATOR and can ONLY be

protected by a moral and ethical (Biblical) system of rules (laws) designed to protect ALL EQUALLY in every circumstance.

These rules (laws) protect the MINORITY AS WELL AS THE MAJORITY, something that DEMOCRACIES DO NOT DO AND

CANNOT DO. Democracies MUST LEAD TO DICTATORSHIPS OR OTHER FAST MOVING AUTHORITARIAN FORMS OF

GOVERNING. Since we are in such a mess worldwide now, would you smart guys and gals who post on this excellent

information site, start using the properly deMned words in your speech! Change cannot happen when we misrepresent facts and

misuse words when examining and explaining the facts. thanks.
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Thanks Tracy, linking to your revealing link, investigative reporter Leo Hohmann warned that the push to vaccinate young

children is not intended to protect them from the Wuhan coronavirus. It is designed to include children in the "burgeoning global

digital identity system." The digital record is not about health. It is a powerful tool for data collection. That is why there has been

a constant push to implement COVID-19 vaccine passports, most of which rely on digital technologies such as mobile apps, to

document a person's COVID-19 vaccination records. The records can be used by children and their parents to access a bank

account, go to school and access services.

GAVI explained that the registries would be possible through “innovations that take advantage of new technologies to

modernize the process of identifying and registering children who most need life-saving vaccines.” The GAVI Alliance also

works closely with the ID2020 Alliance, founded in 2016, which claims to advocate for "ethical and privacy protection

approaches to digital identiMcation", adding that "getting digital identiMcation right means protecting civil liberties ".

www.globalresearch.ca/digital-surveillance-the-real-motive-behind-push..
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Are we living echos of the past? www.youtube.com/watch
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Thanks wwalkerware, we must think that above all, we have the right to freedom of expression, the right to protest, the right to

challenge government irregularities, the right to self-defense, responsibility and transparency in government, privacy, bodily

integrity, in short, a representative government of the people. We must be very clear that, above all, freedom of expression is a

right of an institutional nature because it is a pillar of democracy: it is the right that no government or power criminalizes its

citizens for the expressions they express. It is therefore the guarantee that citizenship exercises a counterweight to the

established powers.

It is deMned, therefore, as freedom from repression. Undoubtedly, the State must intervene in discriminatory situations and must

implement positive discrimination policies, extensive inequality prevention programs and, as far as possible, try to punish

actions that promote violence, hate and segregation of the most vulnerable groups. It is not so much about putting limits on

freedom of expression or suppressing it, as it is about trying to strengthen democracy. The solution is not to limit or suppress

fundamental rights, but to promote the democratic process and freedom of expression.
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While attention was on the Ukraine, the Mnal day is today if you live in the UK, to submit comments on Boris Johnson’s plan to deny

human rights to those in his corner of Schwab’s “New World Order. Johnson is a committed globalist and no doubt following Schwab’s

orders. You can start with your own introductory paragraph followed by the detailed objections provided.  The point of human rights is

to protect the individual from political forces trampling on those rights or modifying them to suit an undisclosed political agenda. The

last attempt to subvert human rights occurred in 1930’s Germany when the rights of sections of the population were removed based

on race or religion i.e.

the legal framework did not re\ect the ethical framework. You cannot serve “the greater good” by ad hoc removal of individual rights. I

suspect Mr Johnson is trying once more to make rules that apply to the public but not to a political elite. We are aware of his

a[liations and obedience to the diktats of a globalist elite and Mr Schwab’s New World Order.  Human rights do not exist courtesy of

politicians but are universally applicable simply by virtue of being human, independently of political parties and cannot be conferred or

removed by statute. Rather than trying to subvert individual human rights, members of Parliament are public servants paid from the

public purse and have a duty to those who elected them in good faith and in whom UK citizens with voting rights placed their trust.

As such, they as our representatives and should be doing everything in their power to protect individual human rights which include

freedom of speech whether in public or on line, freedom of peaceful assembly, freedom to protest, freedom from oppression and

government overreach into personal Mnancial and health information as well as gross violations of data protection. 

saveourrights.uk/human-rights
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Katy and Cabochon yesterday are protesting the erosion of human freedom - www.youtube.com/watch
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Of course, the actions of the UK government are in total agreement with the leaders of the WEF. The new “Online Safety Bill” in

the UK is forcing Big Tech to censor all online content that the government deems “hateful” or contains “misinformation”.

Britain's "digital secretary" Nadine Dorries warned that the legal update "will bring the full force of the law" against anyone who

dares to challenge any o[cial government narrative online, or uses the web as a "weapon". to ruin people's lives. The online

safety bill update includes speciMc provisions for smuggling, hate crimes, fraud and "revenge porn." Each of these will have

“priority” in terms of application..

Tech companies will be forced, under the new rules, to actively search for such content instead of waiting for users to

bookmark it. The UK government has also added three new offenses to tackle internet trolls. “Spreading disinformation about

Covid-19 would also be covered by a crime of sending a false communication.

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10478581/Online-Safety-Bill-force-web..
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Thanks for the link to the Mail article, Guillermou. Dorres has tried to link real criminality with the legitimate expression of free

speech but it doesn’t sound very convincing. How does telling the truth “threaten people’s lives”? ” Spreading Covid-19

disinformation would also be covered under a crime of sending a false communication” That sounds like the British

Government is condemning itself as they are the very ones spreading misinformation for two years now as well as ruthlessly

censuring information aimed at saving lives. Judging by some of the comments from Mail readers, you can fool some of the

people some of the time but you cannot fool all of the people all of the time: "The welfare of the people in particular has always

been the alibi of tyrants, and it provides the further advantage of giving the servants of tyranny a good conscience." Albert

Camus. .
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The lyrics of Dylan’s song are extraordinarily relevant to today - a great choice, Stanley, to let the music speak louder than words

alone. Was he some kind of prophet or was it always this way, just that we didn’t notice or didn’t know? Perhaps, we have just

begun our awakening. If one good thing has come out of the plandemic it must be waking up to reality: who really owns and

rules the world or is complicit in the deep state that is aiming also at total ownership of mind, body and soul of each and every

remaining earthly inhabitant after their holocaust is complete. Here are the lyrics that resonate most: by “strengthening the

things that remain” an alternative society can hopefully now be formed:  “Counterfeited philosophies have polluted all of your

thoughts.

Karl Marx has got ya by the throat, Henry Kissinger's got you tied up in knots. You got innocent men in jail, your insane asylums

are Mlled. You got unrighteous doctors dealing drugs that'll never cure your ills. Spiritual advisors and gurus to guide your every

move. Instant inner peace and every step you take has got to be approved. You can't take it with you and you know that it's too

worthless to be sold. They tell you, 'Time is money' as if your life was worth its weight in gold. When you gonna wake up, when

you gonna wake up? When you gonna wake up and strengthen the things that remain ?”
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Gotta make a stop at the fear monger shop. Serving all your phobia needs 7 days a week.
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Thank you Katy69 for your excellent post and many thanks for that important link you provided. I have just written to our ghastly

UK Government as follows: I am writing today about the Human Rights Act Reform proposal because I am terribly aware that

the present Government has no respect for Truth, Freedom, Health, Democracy or Informed Debate and subsequently I have

zero trust that our Human Rights can possibly be safe in their hands.  Our craven media is bank-rolled and obeying orders to

propagandize an agenda on behalf of a Government inMltrated and in\uenced by the World Economic Forum. Our Health is

under the thumb of the proMteer Bill Gates, Gavi, PMzer, Big Pharma cartel who now run the euphemistically named World

"Health" Organisation that callously allows people to die instead of giving them early-treatment with proven cheap antivirals.

Good doctors, scientists, professors and lawyers are censored so no debate can possibly take place. Subsequently there has

been no INFORMED consent regarding vaccination!!  Furthermore, Big Tech in cahoots with Governments (Big Brother) are

neutralising our ability to search for truth, natural health and express our views.  I belive that this reform proposal is entirely

unacceptable and I do not support it in any way. I stand for the true human rights our ancestors laid down their lives for. These

are God-given rights no-one has the right to destroy!
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A forthright, brave statement, Newlands, straight from the heart that spares none of the criminals from guilty involvement in

their crimes against humanity. So glad you found the link in time - here’s hoping the UK branch of the Mercola community will

have done the same. The irony is that the proposal is supposed to be a “consultation” document. How can you consult the

population when most don’t even know about it and will wake up one morning to Mnd it a fait accomplit. But then smoke and

mirrors are the tools of tyrants and megalomaniacs.  In my own statement, I included also a bit about Nuremberg - more as a

warning that the perpetrators may eventually be held accountable:- “Acts which were deemed ‘crimes against humanity’

whether legal or not in the eyes of the law of that country at the time were the subject of the Nuremberg trials at the end of the

Second World War.

Murder, for example, is still a crime against the moral law even if governments were to pass laws to make it legal and Mr

Johnson appears to be in danger of committing a crime against humanity by subverting human rights. ‘Only following orders’

was not accepted then as an excuse and cannot be accepted now.” I have no doubt Johnson’s government is following orders as

one of Schwab's puppet regimes but that is no excuse. The contemptible cesspit that is the present British Government

surpasses even the worst excesses of Empire. Well, we know the eventual fate of the Roman Empire.
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Well said Katy69. Agree with you One Hundred Percent!!
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This was coming. This so called "invasion" is to stop one war that was going on in Donbas for 8 years (15K, killed, murdered, tortured),

and prevent another one - nuclear (there is a nuclear institute in Kharkiv that was running experiments on "dirty bomb") and biological

(2 US labs were found 2 days ago, with all the documentation, samples were destroyed on Feb24 by lab workers) . This military

operation is for demilitarization and denaziMcation of Ukraine. While Russian army is trying to avoid hurting civilians, Ukrainian *** are

using civilians as a living shield - they put missile GRADs between buildings and all heavy weaponry in schools and hospitals, they

don't let people out through the "peace corridors", including foreign students, take away cars "for army needs", some started a

business -- if you want to leave, pay.

Plus, after Zelensky's giveaway of free weapons and amnesty to all criminals the country turned into total mayhem where anarchy is

mother of order. Ukraine is a pawn is someone's sick game to destroy Russia by involving Russia into a war, and destroying its

economy, only this "someone" miscalculated, did not realize that "this game" will shoot back in the foot.

But who is going to listen?  Russia is o[cially the evil. For years pple were fead with lies, no one even listens what Biden says - "who

gave Putin the right to invade Russia", "support Uranianas"... does he knows where Ukraine is?  One thing, the one who supports

Zelensky, supports nazism and fascism
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Lew Rockwell has had a lot to say, partially through his contributing articles, about Zalensky being at fault for all the turmoil.

Here is one of many articles, today, in support of Russia: www.lewrockwell.com/2022/03/no_author/the-man-who-sold-ukraine/
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grulla - thanks for that link.  Since I abhor the news, I only know things I've been told. This is a twist for me.
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Gui, Stanley, Steve and others...I have been reading your comments on Mercola articles for so many years now...I consider you good

friends! Keep up the good work dear people!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/8/2022 7:36:50 AM
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Me too MaMaRe!  I really do appreciate our friends here that are provoked to share their perspective - with decency respect,

brilliance, and heart. In my dreams I envision seeing everyone, including Dr.M, at a pool party, raising a glass of Spanish wine

and saying a cheer for our victory over the dark!! LOL.. God bless! 

💓

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/8/2022 9:03:10 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you MaMaRey, you have our love and friendship ❤. Luvvvy, the proposal is highly appreciated and the celebration of the

triumph of light over darkness is what this humanity needs. You sure provide a good meal, including dessert because you are an

excellent cook. 

👌😊

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/8/2022 10:04:18 AM
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes MaMaRe - I am in total agreement. I consider the number one challenge in our society is getting people to; listen to multiple

sources, ask questions, and then think rationally (based on reality and common sense). Then repeat the process. That would

start a "self-reinforcing" feed-back loop, and we would be on our way to developing solutions. Instead - spend more money -

make more rules. Are you kidding me?
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hahaha Gui, you are a breath of fresh air - and eating a cool dessert while celebrating by the swimming pool - is truly a heavenly

dream. Your conMdence in my cooking skills is encouraging, thank you. It will be a great party, you all will be there.  I will do my

best, and will deMnitely bring my Canadian cooking style and shall add a heavy sprinkle of laughter to everything. The menu will

celebrate all the tastes of our palates and be prepared with thankful hands and hearts.  We will make this dream party come

true, and it will be the time to rest and savour the fruits of our labor!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/8/2022 10:47:34 AM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your encouragement is so appreciated, we all are doing what we can. The give & take is so important & yes, after seeing the

efforts of so many posters here, they do seem like good neighbors, friends. JUST

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/8/2022 10:50:38 AM
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just seen this article from Lifesite news: Archbishop Vigano - always a brave truth-speaker saying that the globalists are formenting

the war in Ukraine to establish the tyranny of a New World Order. This is not an empty claim as shown by the careful analysis of the

Ukraine con\ict outlined in the article. It explains how the troubled history of this nation plus NATO & Globalist involvement has led to

a potentially disastrous situation.: www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/abp-vigano-globalists-have-fomented-war-i..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/8/2022 6:57:05 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very true, NW, the situation right now is very scary: InfoWars founder Alex Jones has warned that the ongoing con\ict in

Ukraine only serves to further the so-called Great Reset advocated and desired by globalists. Putin does not seem to back

down, he is not losing the war. He has been holding back to give them a chance to negotiate, because if he can no longer handle

the losses of sending his troops in and then he has nothing to lose. Both President Putin and President Zelensky of Ukraine

spoke at the Schwab World Economic Forum, as did New Zealand's Biden, Johnson, Macron, Trudeau and Arden, among many

others. Wrecking the global economy is an essential step on the road to the Great Reset.

The rhetoric coming out of Washington and London certainly suggests that both Biden and Johnson are desperate to escalate

the situation, cause more terror, drive up energy prices and terrorize everyone. It is hard to shake the feeling that Schwab is

behind the scenes pulling the strings and if, following Russia's invasion of Ukraine, the West decides to intervene militarily, it will

be because the plotters want it to happen and see it as a way to further damage the global economy and cause a few million

deaths. dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/28/war-needed-to-enforce-the-great-reset/  (02/28/2022)

www.brighteon.com/f33f06c3-9fcb-44c4-9e15-507e50a72d3f
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi NLW and Gui, that is an excellent article by Archbishop Vigano, thanks for sharing it. He makes many astute comments. To

question the narrative of war and pandemics shows we have come a long way, and will not be stopped.  Archbishop Vigano calls

it here, I’m sure many in his Church will disagree , “ But if this colossal fraud has been supported and disseminated by the

media, it must be recognized that national and international health institutions, governments, magistrates, law enforcement

agencies and the Catholic hierarchy itself all share responsibility for the disaster – each in its own sphere by actively supporting

or failing to oppose the narrative – a disaster that has affected billions of people in their health, their property, the exercise of

their individual rights and even their very lives.

Even in this case, it is di[cult to imagine that those who have been guilty of such crimes in support of a pandemic that was

intended and maliciously ampliMed could suddenly have a jolt of dignity and show solicitude for their citizens and their

homeland when a war threatens their security and their economy.”
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you dear Evelyn, also remember the appeal for an Anti-Globalist Alliance of Archbishop Carlo Maria Viganò. A much

needed speech calling for an anti-globalist alliance: "I call the Christian nations together, from east to west, inviting Heads of

State and the healthy forces of institutions, the economy, labor, universities, health care and information to join a common

project, disrupting the old systems and putting aside the hostilities that are desired by the enemies of humanity in the name of

divide et impera.

“I call upon rulers, political and religious leaders, intellectuals and all people of good will, inviting them to unite in an Alliance

that launches an anti-globalist manifesto, refuting point-by-point the errors and deviations of the dystopia of the New World

Order and proposing concrete alternatives for a political program inspired by the common good, the moral principles of

Christianity, traditional values, the protection of life and the natural family, the protection of business and work, the promotion of

education and research, and respect forCreation.

This Anti-Globalist Alliance will have to bring together the Nations that intend to escape the infernal yoke of tyranny and a[rm

their own sovereignty, forming agreements of mutual collaboration with Nations and peoples who share their principles and the

common yearning for freedom, justice, and goodness.”…….. In the link: www.globalresearch.ca/.../5762525  (21 November

2021)
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui, wonderful bright light from the Archbishop who speaks the truth regularly. I agree with and have a lot of respect for

Archbishop Vigano, a humble servant for our Lord’s people, not for the power trips of the Vatican. He disagrees with and refutes

the narrative step by step - by doing so he decreases the density of the delusion, which is very much needed.  I know that the

prevailing religion of the Global Resetters is satanism, I wonder if the Archbishop is signalling on what we all should do to break

their low vibrational spells and attempted enslavement of humanity. God Bless.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Gui and Luvvy for your excellent comments. Thankfully there are still some great people in our corner like Dr

Mercola, Robert F Kennedy Jr, US Senator Ron Johnson and the Governor of Florida, Ron DeSantis. In fact most people on the

MSM's Conspiracy Theorist hit list are on the side of the angels.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

there are a variety of human ambitions - philosophically, the goal has always been a need to estasblish MAENING so that existence

can have some context - this pursuit of meaning has many adherents - primarily spiritual / cosmic / animistic / idolatry / - history tells

us that many powerful rulers and/or dictators wanted to enlarge their sphere of in\uence in order to leave their mark on the historical

map - Alexander the Great / Julius Caesar / Napoleon etcetera - in contrast to these Mgures you have the aberrant types that have

delusionary warped egos that result in an estimation of their personal worth and power as SUPERIOR - these humans have succumbed

to MADNESS - in their insanity they perceive of themselves as god like - - this delusion leads to their hostility towards their fellow

humans who when judged within this MAD situation are deemed to be INFERIOR -

thus the path to solving all the problems of existence is the destruction of humanity which is part and parcel of a warped world view -

the insanity resides in the idea that personal values of self importance and false pride are dominant - the excessively rich are bored

with their success and want to communicate their importance to a population that would be unaware of their esterem unless they are

MANIPULATED and CONTROLLED - with the passivity of the major part of humanity these active power brokers can feel powerful by

exploiting the Masses to OBEY these oligarchs dictates - the goal of Davos is to build a SLAVE EMPIRE and the goal of the Zombie

Slaves is to stay under the radar - but the oligarchs want to Mne tune their surveillance terchnology so that every Zombie is tagged and

with behaviorist techniques become human mules that are disposable at the whim of the madmen that wield the whip - Orwell

focussed on the radio {tannoy} but MacLuhan analysed the medium as the movement out of the Tribal Drum {radio /Hitler broadcasts}

into the cooler medium of the screen - Huxley's Soma has arrived with TV
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Stan, manipulation, control and madness are the same cocktail to destroy personal identity. Humanity is governed by

eugenic action, the control of thought and all actions in their lives, in the destruction of biodiversity and the health of humanity

and support the technocracy of transhumanism and the Great Reset, this is the WEF and the billionaires from controlling

institutions like Bill Gates. Yes, Gates has many allies, his philanthropy is very powerful and humanity seems to be the perfect

market in which to develop his aspirations where vaccines are a great market and at the same time a vehicle that drives

surveillance and, in short, social tyranny.

political and economic. Biopolitics has entered the scene with the domination of minds and the application of fascist measures.

The current biopolitical dynamic has to do with the double process of medicalization of politics and politicization of medicine.

Biopower becomes biopolitics, with measures through which the state maintains control over the physical bodies of the

population, such as vaccination passports and the monitoring and criminalization of the unvaccinated. The most disturbing

factor constitutes the intertwining of politics and biological life is the change of procedures to authoritarian states where

freedoms are repressed. Humanity cannot allow the biopolitical power that is based on manipulation, new biological

techniques, transgenic vaccines, control, etc., in short, the loss of biological entity and freedoms, in a totalitarian state marked

by Davos with the Great Reset.

The Great Reset involves a transformation of society resulting in permanent restrictions on fundamental freedoms and mass

surveillance as entire sectors are sacriMced to boost the monopoly and hegemony of pharmaceutical corporations, the giants of

high technology / big data, Amazon, Google, the major global chains, the digital payment industry, biotech concerns, etc., is the

tyranny of a fascist state run by globalist elites.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

thank you Gui - in my post I framed this whole narrative as MADNESS - this is human progress in REVERSE - the historical

struggle for freedom which focussed on the Magna Carta and other progressive milestones like Wilberforce's anti Slavery

abolition are all being overturned by BRAIN DEAD money men who amuse themselves and prop up their personal ambitions by

fascistic repression - this is why Schwab brags continually about his dreams of power - like an outtake from Charlie Chaplin's

Great Dictator - www.youtube.com/watch  -
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Stan, the Predator$ are very good in exploiting what is known as Captive Audiences. Media messages going one way and one

way only. There is no give & take, no other considerations other than what the messenger wants the general public to hear.

Radio, TV, movies, newspapers, magazines big speech rallies with rare exceptions is anything considered coming from an

audience. Unless of course the usual exception, the planted shill, or the token & usually feeble voice of dissent. In the 'Civilized

World' there is already too much in place & as we look at the mess of the created Corona farce, it is obvious just how ugly these

creatures impersonating humans can be.
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@Katy69 I do recommend people to scroll down to the comments on the Daily mail article. We get a more heartening picture

altogether. I see no sheep. Also, regarding a form of universal income, I wonder how many highly skilled professionals will react

to joining the UK worker drones' club? And the next General Election will prove interesting (assuming that one is permitted).

 Daily Mail comments section -   www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10478581/Online-Safety-Bill-force-web..
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Thanks bee, I did in fact check out some of the Daily Mail comments and was pleasantly surprised by the mostly clear headed

opinions. The Mail was always a bit different from the other mainstream press in that it had opinion columns from journalists

considered on the far right of right. The over-educated, Guardian reading smart classes named it “The Daily Heil”. Odd how

things look different now that we know that a sure sign of a real conspiracy is when the conspirators and their minions call the

one third of the population untouched by group psychosis conspiracy theorists.

I hope you are able to submit your twopence worth before tomorrow to HRAreform@justice.gov.uk. Re General Elections,

remember there is no such thing a party politics which was an invention to keep our attention away from the real world ruling

elite. Boris and Starmer and probably many others in Parliament are signed up fellow travellers of the World Economic Forum

with allegiance, not to the interests of voters, but to the globalist agenda for what they call “The Fourth Industrial Revolution”

aka slavery or murder of humanity.
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Good post Stan. Mind manipulation going on on so many levels. Some in technicolour and some so subtle as to be quite

invisible. I wrote a novel in the 1980's called "Remote Control", where the power-hungry money-control Cabal used all kinds of

techniques to further their clandestine aims. The novel was never published. But now seriously beginning to wonder whether

Santa Klaus ferreted through my waste bin and sent a copy to Bill and George for Christmas.
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steve - thank you for the post - your points concerning the "ugliness" of events and the "impersonating of human beings - as

regards to the history of the human experiment - Nietzsche called it "HUMAN. ALL TOO HUMAN" this is why I refer to insanity /

madness / /aberration-------bee - you posted on the wrong thread but Katy spotted it - thank you---------------Newlands - "Remote

Control" is a great title - why don't you rework your novel and gett an agent - publish and be damned - way to go !! - technicolor

TV or I prefer the term "phosphorescent porridge" - as to subleties - well in my days in advertising we saubscribed to the

"monkey see, monkey do" school of sublety - advertising is very aware and fearful about subleties - the sledgehammer comes to

mind
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High Alert Warning by dr Mercola, and rightly so, because look at this video to see what WEF has planned. How the forced fourth

industrial revolution will look like: total control over you. You will be shocked. www.youtube.com/watch  Start at 3 minutes to save

time. Then you hear Klaus Schwab's top advisor dr Yval Noah Harari speaks about (I will quote now): "...Data might enable human

elites to do something even more radical than just build digital dictatorships. By hacking organisms elites may gain the power to

re-engineer the future of life itself. Because once you can hack something you can usually also engineer it .... (in the past) nobody had

enough computing power in data to hack millions of people.

Neither the Gestapo nor the KGB could do it, but soon at least some corporations and governments will be able to systematically hack

all the people." (end of quote). So this reptile WEF speaker Harari and the WEF are thinking about to have a Gestapo/KGB like control,

also over your mind. He said more about how to do this, like using IBM and Google clouds, see the video. At 12:10 video Harari says: ..

Humans are now hackable animals. The whole idea that humans have this soul or spirit, and they have free will and "nobody knows

what's happening inside me, so whatever I choose, whether in the election or whether in the supermarket, this is my free will," That's

over.  (end of quote)
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Yes, PETE, humanity is facing a planned genocide where hospitals receive money for assigning deaths to people with previous

pathologies by the use of toxic medicines and death ventilators, while early treatment is rejected and doctors who are

sanctioned they recommend them. While "vaccines" and surveillance of people, who are controlled in all facets of life, are

promoted, it is the medical, social and political tyranny imposed by the Great Reset and the Fourth Industrial Revolution. It is the

power of money is the large-scale corruption of government institutions and the Pharmaceutical MaMa.

As pointed out in this article by Tessa Lena, humanity is in the "respectable conspiracy" in which a complex combination of

forces and motives, from corruption to planning to generate a horrible reality that looks exactly like the dystopian reality

described for the "crazy conspiracy". This is exactly on the minds of the Davos crowd and their teachers, and our world remains

an intricate dance rather than a neat caricature. Planned genocide is also found in the hijacking of the United Nations and the

WEF in their authority to implement the reformist plans of the Davos crowd in the wretched Fourth Industrial Revolution. As

Antonio Guterres points out, in every corner of the world, injustice, inequality, mistrust, racism and discrimination cast a dark

shadow. We must restore human dignity and human decency. We must avoid the death of truth.

tessa.substack.com/p/guterres-speaks?token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo1MTA1NDUxOSw..  (03.02.2022)
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Pete - Harari is a specialist in Global Bullshit - a nothing that wants to be a something - typical of the Davos Crowd
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Thanks Gui and Stanley for contributions. But Stanley: Why common sense is not common?
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Pete - on the relevance of "common sense" - I think this intuition must have been much stronger before the Meld of science

broke away from its parent "philosophy" after the death of Francis Bacon in 1626 - here is a link -

www.britannica.com/biography/Francis-Bacon-Viscount-Saint-Alban  - Bacon proposed the "scientiMc method" that then broke

away from common sense philosophy and developed into a seperate Meld of knowledge that eroded the foundations of what we

could have consensus concerning - and subverted common sense - science denied the apperance { basic to "common sense"}

and used expermentation and autopsy to challenge the validity of what is commonly believed - the materialistic dominated and

science limited itself as far as the psychic and Cycles of Life are concerned - science denies the psychic - this is one reason for

the downgrtading of the Mve senses which is how common sense is derived - hope this bears some meaning for yoiur quest
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God is not dead. He is not hackable either. :) Their minds are debased. You see they want to "hack". What does this mean? I

think it means satan in them wants to possess. Well, God is God. Their concepts are not how things work. God is in control.
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Thanks Stan for the long answer. Francis Bacon has a tall hat, he want to be pretentious. I think the answer why common sense

is not common, is simple. People like to think like the herd, that make them feel safe. They did an experiment with a group of 6

persons, were shown a green ball. All persons except one was told in advance to say that the color was blue, when asked. that

one person didn't know this, and after she heard everybody say that the ball was blue, so also said it was blue. You see,

common sense would made you say, what you could see with your own eyes, and that was green, but herd mentality make them

say it is blue.
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A lot of the vaccine mandates, masks, passports are being rolled back now in Europe and U.K. Where are the facts, real news in Dr

Mercolas story regarding this. Just plans of the now increasingly failed cabal; albeit detailed and nefarious regarding what the new

world order, satan serving power freaks, globalist cabal want and have been trying to implement, they have in recent weeks been

stopped. They have not succeeded. In reality, again, the vaccine rollout has been reversed in many countries, the mandates and

passports rolled back.

 Humanity is Mnally winning the war, for now. True actual Great news but somehow omitted by Dr Mercola and most comments here.    

  Brother, Christ is not returning either, who was supposedly returning every other year for well over 100 years now (dozens of

generations of misled Christian parishioners were deceived, and continue to be deceived, by their scoMeld reference bibles [sectarian,

unscripturally based], clarence larkin based rapture believing/promoting church leaders, pastors and preachers).

Instead, it's up to us. That is to say, through Him, we are the ones to preserve, as salt of the earth, His human creation - defend,

maintain, and uphold, whilst also confounding, resisting, exposing, opposing, evil, injustice, and oppression. For by Christ putting us

right, we are then automatically part of His "putting right" project that He inaugurated over 2022 years ago now. We are His subversive

agents of change, re\ectors of His divine image and love.
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Yes, they give you some 'freedoms' back but not others. That's how they work. People don't realize that little by little, they're

losing their freedom because 'generously' some have been restored. Even if all the mandates roll back, how free are we

compared to people Mfty years ago?
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Debbie; absolutely! Incrementally...they've always done it this way - the frog in the pot of boiling water!
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One of the most di[cult tasks we face during this time of mass-brainwashing is to keep our energy positive and our

conscious-awareness bright. Some wise person on Twitter has written on their ProMle: "ENERGY VAMPIRES WILL BE BLOCKED". There

are more "energy vampires" \apping around now than at any period of history thanks to the MSM, Big Tech, and fork-tongued

Goverments &tc who seem hell-bent on lying, dividing people, creating con\ict and breaking our Spirit. It is so important for us remain

resolute and not to bow down. -But perhaps one of the greatest challenges we face is to witness the injustice of the world and not

allow it to consume our Light.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ENERGY VAMPIRES - ARE PIRATING YOUR SOUL - - keep them at bay Newlands
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Building Parallel Structures Locally builds wealth built on health, on building the Foundations of Life, in other words, We Heal, We Don't

Steal.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Just, building health, defending freedom. WATCH THIS VIDEO NOW BEFORE YOUTUBE CENSORS IT. By Steve Kirsch

Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis hosts a panel of experts including Joe Ladapo, Robert Malone, Martin Kulldorff, Jay Bhattacharya,

and other discussing the pandemic response. Watch it before it is censored.

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/watch-this-video-now-before-youtube?token=e..  (03/07/2022)
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

steve - laudable sentiments - but the greedheads couldn't give a damn
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agee Stan, but the hope is to reach those who do give a damn, and why should we give a damn about greedheads? Greedheads

by their behavior have pretty much proved they are unreachable. It's a waste of time & resources to change those people or work

through their system. It's no guarantee, but if we focus on what positive things we can do, drop what & as many of their

negatives we can, it's a shot to set up a new, healthier foundation of living.
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PaulCardin
Joined On 2/14/2021 3:31:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The history is everything here. Note to those launching into bellicose, anti-Putin tirades...... ....it didn't start in February 2022. James

Corbett explains it in detail... www.corbettreport.com/interview-1706-james-corbett-on-holding-the-line..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Paul, In the words of Dr. Joseph Mercola, “Ultimately, the Great Reset would result in two tiers or people: The technocratic

elite, who have all the power and rule over all assets, and the rest of humanity, who have no power, no assets and no say-so in

anything.” CHD also points out the problems with the World Economic Forum’s Great Reset plan for the food industry: “The

architects of the plan claim it will reduce food scarcity, hunger and disease, and even mitigate climate change. But a closer look

at the corporations and think tanks the WEF is partnering with to usher in this global transformation suggests that the real

motive is tighter corporate control over the food system by means of technological solutions.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/.../big-food  This is not a conspiracy theory.

The plan is “hidden in plain sight”. As Time magazine noted, “The COVID-19 pandemic has provided a unique opportunity to

think about the kind of future we want.” The same statement has been made by various politicians and organizations around the

world in recent months. The Great Reset is a dystopian nightmare and is the greatest danger to capitalism and individual rights

since the collapse of the Soviet Union.

For an "in-depth" video on the subject, check out James Corbett's "Guide to the Great Reset" www.youtube.com/watch   The WEF

predicts that by 2030, "you will own nothing and be happy" and "the United States will not be the world's leading superpower."

The WEF says that the public will "rent" everything, thus stripping property rights under the guise of "sustainable consumption"

and "saving the planet". Of course, the global "elite" who implement the Great Reset will own everything.

https://youtu.be/ER04dbt5p74
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Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

good interview - thank you for the link
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Great Game - another chapter. The longer this war, the greater the risk. Nothing will always go as planned. Risk will grow

geometrically until becoming parabolic. Then one can only hope for another Vasili Aleksandrovich. ------- The Fascinating Story

of a Russian Soldier Who Prevented a Nuclear War -----

medium.com/lessons-from-history/the-fascinating-story-of-a-russian-sol..
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for the link, Paul. I don't think that we are missing any pieces of the puzzle anymore. The picture is complete!
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"For years, the Russians failed to recognize Arkhipov’s valuable contribution to a peaceful resolution to the Cuban missile crisis.

The rest of the world also remained blissfully unaware of his remarkable actions on the day when the world could have ended.

Only decades later people recognized Arkhipov when one of John F. Kennedy’s advisors explained that that day was one of the

most dangerous moments in human history, and we were incredibly close to an all-out nuclear war breaking out. Throughout his

lifetime, Arkhipov spent around 20 years serving the Soviet government and retired as a Vice Admiral in the 1980s.

Before his death in 1998, Arkhipov had managed to get the Soviet Union’s highest military honors, such as the Order of the Red

Banner, Order of the Red Star, and Future of Life Award."  Keep in mind that even long ago, during the "Cuban missile crisis," the

people who were entitled to know the real dangers of nuclear war were aware that such a war could result in the destruction of

civilization, if not humanity itself. This comment is recognizing and thanking bfr27915 for comments Posted On 3/8/2022

6:27:49 AM.
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che6583
Joined On 7/27/2015 5:23:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is Klaus Schwab the most dangerous man in the world? YOUTUBE m.youtube.com/watch
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Spiritually speaking, it makes no sense to live on a planet that disallows free will. I can’t see their plan being successful. That aside,

check out the description of Facebook in the App Store. “Data linked to you…the following data may be collected and linked to your

identity: health & Mtness, Mnancial info, contact info, user content, browsing history, purchases, location, contacts, search history,

identiMers, sensitive info, …”  Go look.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

well said cme - this is why only the context of madness can explain their motivations - their paranoia makes them feel enclosed

- so they seek to switch the onus and make everyone else feel paranoid - this is oligarchical freedom
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- so they seek to switch the onus and make everyone else feel paranoid - this is oligarchical freedom
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have always have madmen. Children gone astray. Now they want to play with new toys. The Stepford robots they try to reconMgure

us to become. God have mercy on us all. They learned technology.
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Dr. Mercola: We are very close to Nesara/Gesara being announced, it is already happening.  It is the National Economic Security and

Reformation Act.  The Gold Treaty has been signed by 209 countries and all are Gold Backed economies. (This is not the Great Reset,

that is defeated and won't happen.)  The part you will like is 600 patents being released that have been kept from us by the deep state,

many of them medical cures like Cancer. Hospitals will be obsolete with Med Beds and other Telsa technology. Natural medicine will

be very important. Healing Centers being built!
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swabiengmail.com
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Our leaders are working tirelessly to try and help us. I keep writing them emails telling them they should stop. Of course the

Unrestricted Warfare we have all been feeling now for some time which has been developed methodically by the Chinese Communist

Army would include Traditional Warfare. That's what makes it unrestricted, any means necessary can be used at any time to torment

every single member of a civilian population. This diabolical plan of theirs will never succeed the way they want it to. It is too much

work, and all the people have to do is resist. But this will wreck many, many things along the way, as it has been doing.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree, the only path forward is the parallel society. But putting that into practice is a lot easier said than done. But rest assured, I'm

doing my part by refusing to mask up, take fraudulent tests or vaccines. I will never, ever take a digital ID for banking.  I do not belong

to this world. I am not living for this world. I've got my eye on the prize, to be with Christ in heaven above.
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EllieKB
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:13:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Charlie Kirk did an over 1 hour discussion with Pastor Hibbs that clearly explain all this very clearly. You can watch it on YouTube

….before they take it down!!
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EstherOul
Joined On 6/11/2021 5:31:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I didn't know about the Chinese social credit system until I read about it in articles here. It has been creeping into our society through

constantly updated credit scores, videocameras at tra[c lights, and even scores every time you ride in an Uber. But their system is

worse than Orwell. This is what the truckers and other rebels are Mghting against: www.youtube.com/watch
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I bet that dogs don’t even like Schwab
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No thanks. I’m not participating. Neither will most. This will fail and those responsible will eventually be punished.
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Jackieh1965
Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interestingly, I also came across a post by someone which mentioned that by 2023 Microsoft (Windows 11) are making a front facing

webcam and Bluetooth which cannot be disabled compulsory on all computers. Windows 11 basically takes over the rights to your

hardware. I feel this is part of the digital ID agenda, connected to the Online Bill in the UK whereby facial recognition is going to be

required to access the internet and thus track every site we visit and monitor everything we say and switch us off or ban us when they

deem this to be necessary. I am feeling extremely worried about the future.
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I put black tape over my computer's webcam.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

windowsreport.com/windows-11-webcam-mandatory
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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The Mrst thing that came to mind is the Georgia Guidestones.  Next, I remember listened to an ex-'something' in Britain talk about

Agenda 21-30, she said the 500M written on the Guidestones had been changed to between 500M and 1B left on the planet - the

majority Chinese - not a surprise since we're talking 1/3 the people on the planet are from Asia.  It makes me want to look deeper into

the commandments listed on them: 1. Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature. 2. Guide reproduction

wisely – improving Mtness and diversity. 3. Unite humanity with a living new language. 4. Rule passion – faith – tradition – and all

things with tempered reason.

5. Protect people and nations with fair laws and just courts. 6. Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world

court. 7. Avoid petty laws and useless o[cials. 8. Balance personal rights with social duties. 9. Prize truth – beauty – love – seeking

harmony with the inMnite. 10. Be not a cancer on the earth – Leave room for nature – Leave room for nature. They seem lovely - create

a utopia - but how do punish someone who is not, sayyyy- balancing personal rights and social duties? It's cat and dog theology -

there's the lovely side you see on here, and then there's the other side - and it's not pretty.  Also - this article got me thinking on \uoride

again.

Cryptosporidium as well - as it causes respiratory and gastrointestinal illness (sound familiar? Remember asking the covid folks which

one they had?) **then that takes me back to all the deaths of the microbiologists, I still want to know what was discovered. I will

always wonder, due to the time period, if it went further ... what was going on in 2004-ish? www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC452549

 SV-40 in cancers... where do you get this? Polio vaccine ... pre-1963, or so we think. What did Judy Mikovits say about the JAB? They

made in in the monkey kidney cell line. Hmmmm....
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So they've got it all down. What they need to do is stop human discernment. I don't brush with \uoride. haha -- and then there's

acetaminophen which helps get rid of empathy and all those endocrine disruptors. I mean, give us a Mghting chance, jeeze. The

list is so long of things we need to watch out for- even last night, I was short on time so I bought Costco pot pie for the kids -

healthy serving of aluminum anyone? Ugh - won't do that again. Don't we know not to cook in aluminum yet? And of course, that

list is even longer. Solvents in our everyday life that break the blood brain barrier ...  anyways - standing Mrm, doing our best, and

keeping our minds clear is what we've got to do. I guess the bottom line is, if they steal our joy, they've won.
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mammywitch1
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" 3. Unite humanity with a living new language." caught my attention. In Scripture it was stated that God confused the language

of the people on earth because they were becoming like US (who is US?)--the very Gods and (assuming that they rule with Him)

Angels. So this brings to the forefront---what are those initiating the "Great Reset" trying to do---ANSWER: BECOME GODS! I

know, this is a pretty simple concept, and not everyone believes in the Scriptures--but it never hurts to examine

EVERYTHING...as my brother used to say, "even a blind pig stumbles over an acorn once in a while." :-)
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mammywitch1- Number 3 has happened a few decades ago when we changed from analog to DIGITAL. ( 0's and 1's) became

the common language with the digital revolution. The Trinity were concerned that people when they work in unison nothing is

impossible and then were scattered across the globe with different languages and races. Was it done for the protection for the

people on earth? I think the reason was that speaking in only one common language (tongue) would cause untold,unforeseen

consequences and possibly destruction of civilization. Fast forward to today and see how a simple binary language of 0's and

1's can destroy life as we know it. In an instance with the right sequence of numbers can launch missiles/stop transactions/ruin

people's lives/etc. Just a simple 0 and 1.
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fvtomasch - daaaaang, binary code - ahhh, yes. Wow!
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mammywitch1 - I have thought on that for so long. Trying to wrap my head around US and THEM ... who are 'they?' Our gov't is

to work for us and protect us - that's it. Right? Instead, they have put everything in place for comfy life/retirement, all that... I

remember reading a book where, during the bailouts while Americans were losing their jobs, homes, and businesses, (I was in

that fallout) the number of raises being given to senators and congress (I need to go back and re-read) - but substantial pay

increases while things were burning down.  And the funny thing is, 'they' aren't even near the top. Gotta go back to the

Rothschilds, Rockefellers, World Bank.... it's a big mess out there right now. And you're so right, they are playing God.
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The Good News: they are failures, monsters who will die in their own traps of misery.  The Bad News: little monsters will replace them.

 The Conclusion: Solzhenitsyn said, "The line dividing good and evil cuts through the heart of every human being." I take this to mean a

constant ebb and \ow, always ground to be gained or lost. We win and lose battles, then we lick our wounds and go hunt down some

more tyranny and Mght again -- not just when it's convenient or when it encroaches on our precious stuff, but at EVERY opportunity.
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Mammywitch1: 'Us' is God and the angels.
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Vladimir Putin started the war, and no one else. Russia invading Ukraine is like the U.S. invading Canada. People have friends and

family on both sides, but Canada does NOT want to be part of the U.S. No one in Russia or Ukraine wanted war, but Putin. Everyone

thought it was a bluff. No one who lives there really believed he would do it. There is no money in this war for corporations. People

don't go shopping when they are hiding in their homes or \eeing. None of the weapons being given to Ukraine are all that expensive.

They haven't even gotten the second hand planes, so far. The people of Ukraine will win with simple weapons like Molotov cocktails

over the long term, because they will never stop resisting. That will not be without a terrible cost, but that is what Putin wanted.

Ukraine will never now be part of Russia, because they will never forgive what Putin has done.
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I had two video's wrote down that showed how almost every company or product out there were is owned by pretty much the same

people (or investment groups) but they've been removed by youtube. I should have Mgured out some way to copy them before they

were removed.  But I'm rambling again. If we look at the fact that we outnumber the rich people, it seems like we could stop this, but

we have to get the word out there, but how? I do not mind admitting that Dr. Mercola and others making comments (i.e. Guilliermou)

are smarter than I am. But there is one thing that makes us on the same level, and that's the fact that to the rest of the world, WE are

conspiracy theorists.

How can we spread the word to everyone else when they are made up of 2 groups? And both groups are included in my family and

friends. Some of them are old like I am, and they know something is up, but they don't want to know about it. They want to drift into

their grave without being stressed out. (my son is young but he falls into this group too). Then there is the rest of them that absolutely

believe that I'm a conspiracy theorist. It takes money to spread the word (mailings, posters, etc) and I don't have any. So I'm constantly

trying to come up with an answer.
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Forbes lists the richest people in the world at the beginning of every year. I thought it included millionaires too, and at least this year,

it's just billionaires. Jeff Bezos has taken over the top spot, Gates is down to #4. Most of the people that made the list are people I've

never heard of, like foreigners. But of the top 10, 8 are American's. I'm down to #801 and I still haven't seen Klaus Schwab. But age

wise, Gates is 66 and Buffet is 91, Schwab is 83. We KNOW Schwab and Gates are behind all this.

The fountain of youth has always been a fairy tale, but is it? Why in the world are they planning all this, at their age? For their kids? Do

their kids know what they're up to? And the Gates' are getting a divorce. I'm hoping that she decided she didn't want to be a part of this.

But what's keeping her from speaking out? Point being, WHY are they doing this? Do they think they're gonna live forever? And, are ALL

the rich people in on this? And it's that last question that actually calmed me down.

The list of billionaires is over 2,000. There are way more of us than them. Except for, they own almost everything. Which is how people

can be threatened with their jobs when they aren't even in the medical profession. Walmart is a huge employer, but so far, they are still

being made to wear the masks. So is Best Buy and Kroger. And it angers me when I see them, cause their wearing a mask is not

helping the rest of us to take back our freedoms. But they don't want to lose their jobs.
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You can bet on it that it is a part of the plan they are using to take more of our rights and freedom as everything else they do.
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mrrobb
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This is a 'For TV War'.....this is TV Hype ........the WEF needed a 'Convent Distraction' to steer american minds eyes and ears too so the

WEF can ram the money crap thru....digital currency within a year or less....Canada is the testing grounds along with a few others and

with Pedo Justin Castro --AKA Justin Trudeau , destroying lives of Truckers and Freedom thinkers and their bank accounts and

business interested...has opened a great big 'can o worms' and well planned by other WED people....as Justin is as dumb as a 'box of

rocks'....kinda like his ButtBuddie BrainDeadBiden
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Add as Friend  Send Message

They aren't going to "lock you out of your identity;" they'll tell you to come in for your next booster if you want any more credit-- and the

booster w/b lethal, or will make you "truly compliant" in some way you don't want. How wd you like to have your organs harvested? Or

perhaps they can try out some of their newest brain implants. It's gonna take a lot of experimentation.
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The Covid Lockdown degraded our health, our rights, and local economies. The Sanctions Lockdown will degrade the global economy

and perhaps crash the dollar to bring on the digital slave-currency. The effects of both Lockdowns are on-purpose. As before, the

"emergency" supplies the pretext for the damage (the sanctions). The damage to the global economic system is the PURPOSE. They

expect to remain in control of the chaos long enough to compel their digital currency/NWO.
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Barnie1201
Joined On 8/26/2015 10:00:13 AM
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You're totally awesome Dr. Mercola!
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calvarycch.org/happening-now-with-charlie-kirk-march-2022  This is more info on the great reset / globalism
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Just became aware of something else: the WEF removed the Cyber Polygon cyber attack exercise information from their website. With

Russia & China moved to the new centralized digital system, it may be time for the big boys behind the scenes who don't have any side

but their own to activate their big take down, crashing the remaining free western nations w/a faked 'cyber attack' now that they have a

boogeyman (just like they honed their tyrannical manipulations & psych craft behind the Iron & Bamboo Curtains...N. Korea); And, just

as they set up the people of the Ukraine & Russia with their color coup in 2013/14 then staged agitation w/ trained operatives as the

cover for setting up a centralized digital system in China, driving Russia to it.

Some of those people moved to the Portland area & began their agitating.  They need cover for doing the same here while looking like

they 'had to'. Be ready for anything, & as self-su[cient, as capable of off-grid, or semi-off-grid, living, & surviving without internet

access as possible. At the least will be the food & gas shortages. And, don't believe the lies on who they blame: none are trustworthy.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course it is. First, what better way to kill many people? Soldiers from all nations sent to die there. And of course Millions will be

spent to pay for the war, what better way to cripple economy.
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maJkezolo
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how long will we still be able to receive this newsletter?
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Will war in Ukraine lead to WW3? Too late, that's already begun with the biowar on humanity. As popular resistance rose to that war (as

foreseen by Lockstep and p(l)andemic simulations), this war now becomes the fear factor to beat back down the restless masses.  On

the one hand, this war serves as distraction from the covid coup and its own temporarily and selectively relaxed restrictions, even as

more draconian regulations are in the works with the WHO (new pandemic treaty), the EU (universalized 'vaccination' and passport

schemes led by WEF's EC president Ursula von der Leyen), and the US (back to the drawing board at OSHA and other state agencies

for revised labor mandates while in the unfree market BlackRock-and-Vanguard company cartels enforce them upon larger swaths of

employees).

On the other hand, this war serves as further destruction for the Great Reset, as sanctions lead to more supply chain crises, increased

in\ation and austerity, and likelier cyberwarfare, false \ag or not, to impose greater digital dictatorship (the last WEF Cyberpolygon

was hosted by Russia's "Fed', Sperbank). WEF puppets Putin and Biden both use people of Ukraine, like us all, as cannon fodder and

pawns on the Grand Chessboard of geopolitical maneuvering into destabilization of nation-state governance and US hegemony for the

NWO of global rule ("Western values (liberal democracy) will have been tested to the breaking point," as Schwab prescribes).

Meanwhile, the "masters (monsters) of mankind" (Adam Smith) bide their time, preparing for the next pandemic, the one that will really

get our attention as Doktor Gates has predicted, when the longer-term effects of the bioweaponized injection campaign kick in across

the world. And many more weapons of war may be found from Mnancial CBDCs, ESGs, and natural assets ownership to 5/6G EMFs,

geonengineered weather, full spectrum dominance from space, brains as battleMeld of the future (James Giordano)...
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Yep. And they just steered Russia & China right into being the forerunners with it.
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ShambhalaWarrior
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Spot on Dr. Mercola. I see a lot of naysayers here, but I assume that's only because they haven't watched any videos on what's actually

in some of the jabs and how it forms into biocircuitry. I say "some" because there were around 300 plus batches distributed to different

states, and it's become clear that they were running a test on people worldwide, where there were varying types, some were toxic with

mRNA and some were benign. It also appears that not all had digital ID components. People who've gotten those jabs are emitting a

bluetooth signal that can connect to a smartphone, and to the web, but not everyone who took the jab are. This fact, not Mction, folks,

and they are indeed wanting to track every aspect of our lives. But we have a choice, are we going to comply or not? I for one am not. I

stand with God and wins. Always.
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I did not take the experimental jab, I'm not allowing them to insert any digital id into my body. I'd rather die over letting this happen.

Screw the globalists and their puppets! This will never happen because people will Mght back and we'll resist and stand up to this form

of totalitarian regime.
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The Jirous video is sort of a pipe dream at this point in history. Too little, too late for many people. The learning curve is too steep for

many people without resources. In an earlier time, there were more people on the land. Many will be annihilated, but much depends on

people who can remain on the land. the elites know this--that is why they are buying up real estate and farmland. Their goal is that you

will forever remain indebted to the company store and live in apartments so tiny that your self-relaince options are limited. If the Jirous

scenario is even possible at this point of history, it will be aided by a total collapse of ALL systems and rebuilding from the ground up,

not by having another system imposed upon us.

Realize, it would be brutal, with much violence and starvation. There are things we depend on technology for--tractor parts,

communication, fuel, etc. Without these, and more, if you were to become entirely self-su[cient, many hours would be required to

produce not only food for yourself, but draft animals and transportation (in whatever form) to haul goods to market. otherwise, you are

limited to barter within your own neighborhood--and that will not pay the taxes.

You need something marketable--and you prob do not want to sell it onsite. Som initially, your challenges will be feeding your

household and holding the land. These may all have to be done by physical labor, too. Possibly no washing machines, refrigerators,

etc. Yes, there are alternatives, but these labor-saving devices have made life much easier in large households. You can home school

your children, but all it takes is for the state to refuse to validate their graduation credentials if they do not have an identity card.

 -continued-
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-continued- Do not get too big too fast--stay out of the limelight. You do the work of building a business... if you get grow too

big, the state will either tax and regulate you to death or steal it from you. Saw a man who build a million$ alternative medical

o[ce on valuable real estate. It was the envy of standard medicine. So, they convinced o[cials to keep changing laws until the

o[ce was eventually regulated out-of-business. Then, the got someone to press charged for malpractice until the owner was

bankrupt and forced to sell for a fraction of the value.

Naturally, you know who the buyer was. The elites will let you build a proMtable business and then conMscate it from

you--"legally", of course.  My advice for the near future is to start small. First, provide the needs for your own family. Do what

you can do self-contained and in a vertically-integrated manner. If you own land, it is good to have it near large acreages of

public land which makes things like hunting easier if you are one of the few who has access.

Also, you do not want to haul water from a creek, except as a last resort. It is good to have running water nearby, even if you

would have to purify it. However, you only want it across a corner of your property to avoid "setbacks" which may not allow you

to use the land for as much as 250' or more on either side of the stream for environmental reasons. You need low taxes. This

works esp. well if you can work at home or are retired and do not need to show up at a job site every day.

Where would you really NEED to go outside your own neighborhood if you produced your own food, water, heat, some clothing,

etc. During dire times, anyone traveling will be assumed to have goods or money to steal. They will be a target for highway men

and corrupt o[cials seeking bribes. You will deMnitely beneMt from being prepared and having certain resources, but, beyond

that, your mind and your own resourcefulness will be your greatest asset
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Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM
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The Democrat/Republican Party has the power to keep any independent party from ever gain enough ground to represent any of us in

the Congress. The exacting censorship and control of the medias has been very obvious for at least the last 20 years. Possibly a lot

longer than 20 years. If you want to expose the lot of all this simply Mnd out who contributes what to each Congress person up for

re-election. They owe, they owe, to the bank they go. Because every last one of them owes their soul to the companies that support

them. Track the money. Is that simple enough? Or is that some kind of top secret and illegal to expose at this point in time? We are not

run by a democratic process.

It is a Republic. There is a big difference and that should also be made very clear. Educate people to what is going on. Not the fairy tale

put out by the public schools of this country. Then and only then is there a chance it can be changed back to a system that everyone

can live with. One of the greatest threats is the deliberate system of job security put forth in which people pay no attention as to what

is going on in government and the bureaus. The analogy is the gradual heating of a pot of water in which a frog resides. Eventually it

boils the frog alive. The frog has little or no idea that it is happening it is so gradual.

That analogy should concern everyone not in government. Because that is what will bring it all down eventually. We have a form of

cancer in our government. It is called regulations by the bureaus. So far in one bureau alone it would take years just to examine just

how many regulations have been made. Our court system has a blind and deaf ear to all of this. Because by law, these bureaus are

discriminatory by their very nature. If a law con\icts with another law, both are supposed to be thrown off the books. It is not

happening with bureau regulations. Trump tried to change that. He did not succeed.
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Much desire for the creation of a "free" world. But free to do what? Continue as if the Corona Claptrap never happened? I don't want to

go back to such "freedom". I want to be free to live in a culture where people know how to behave because they recognize the deep

truths about life. " Despising virtue, which is man’s mastery of himself by the power of Christ, even being unable to comprehend it, the

Revolution cannot conceive a community of truly free men, nor the idea of peace through the rule of the Spirit of God." - — Fr. James

Wathen, “The New Mass of Baal,” The Great Sacrilege, p. 154
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Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Is Russia's invasion of Ukraine part of 'the plan?' NO www.lewrockwell.com/2022/03/thomas-luongo/thanks-to-putins-war-in-ukra..  I

would also like to see the Trucker's Convoy participants and other Patriot blue collar workers push back big time against the Great

Reset. They can continue to gain support even without any MSM support. We know MSM is nothing more than the CIA and their deep

state creatures.
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Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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Here's a great video, must watch as Putin talks to a group (so you have to read) and we sure don't hear this!!!! Putin sees the light from

the past of Russia and also sees where we are headed... the same place his country has been...

remnant-tv.com/video/the-errors-of-globalism-russia-ukraine-and-the-su..
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No!
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Joined On 7/5/2011 7:05:22 PM
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Catherine Austin Fitts of Solari.com raises another issue of concern re: technological manipulation in her latest newsletter: "Elana

Freeland’s new book, Geoengineered Transhumanism: How the Environment Has Been Weaponized by Chemicals, Electromagnetism &

Nanotechnology for Synthetic Biology, ... her third book in a trilogy on the convergence of our natural environment and all living things

with digital and invisible technologies to create highly synthetic infrastructure that can be both weaponized and controlled."  

home.solari.com/book-review-geoengineered-transhumanism-by-elana-freel..  I've ordered a copy and can only hope that it will

provide useful information for combatting yet another attempt at control so that those of us who continue to resist will retain options

to form or locate 'parallel societies' of which to join and work within.
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I would say this sounds very much like it's right out of Revelation and the 7 years of Tribulation.
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As a single mom of four, I would love your opinions on what I can do to protect my kids and myself. I own a house on a few acres of

land in a rural area (not paid off) and am slowly learning how to grow food and preserve it. I feel woefully unprepared to protect myself

and my kids. Is that even possible at this point? I have a solid group of friends that I believe are trustworthy, but I feel very vulnerable. I

work as much as I can manage while trying to take good care of my health and the health of my children (we left my abusive/addict

husband/their father four years ago and are in PTSD/trauma recovery). I am trying fervently to pay off the debts that occurred from the

divorce and from his addictions (I was a stay-at-home mom). What are the most important steps I should be focusing on to help

prepare/protect my children and I for what is to come?
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Violelise
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That is very impressive all you have done and overcome. You are an amazing and persevering soul. Even if we come up with an

ideal survival plan in the physical realm, I have read the elites seem to own private armies and can take land and resources if

they want from who they want. Also a human can't predict or control everything in the physical realm anyway.  That being said

"the \esh counts for nothing it is the spirit that gives life." God loves you and your children and only wants you to know and

accept his unconditional love.

Heaven is not earned by 1,000 good works, would not 999 do then? Some Bible verses that have helped me: Luke 6 27-36 2

Corinthians 10:3-5 Ephesians 6:10-18 "For our struggle is not against \esh and blood, but against the rulers, against the

authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms." God's got this

and has sent the Holy Spirit as our comforter and helper. We Mx our eyes on Jesus, the author and perfector of our faith.

We forgive and love other humans as God forgives and loves all of us, because all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God.

God sends his invitation to everyone to accept his unconditional love. Based on who God is, not who any of us are or anything

we have done or not done. He loves you and all of us more than anyone can fathom, no matter what you have done or what

suffering you've endured. Ephesians 3:18-19 And I pray that you, being rooted and established in love, 18 may have power,

together with all the Lord’s holy people, to grasp how wide and long and high and deep is the love of Christ, 19 and to know this

love that surpasses knowledge—that you may be Mlled to the measure of all the fullness of God. God bless you And I believe

God's kingdom is coming soon and he will give us strength and ability to face any challenges that may lie ahead and the

perseverance to walk in peace, love and forgiveness and be a blessing and be blessed
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i suppose if the global elites don't kill off those they think don't deserve to be here; they want to totally control the remaining humans.

 Gates publicly announced in a Ted Talk that he was going to kill off the world's population using so-called vaccines.  And he's been

successful as no one either believed him; or didn't care.  And i believe that these elites know how dangerous the wireless industry is.

 They make sure that they protect themselves and their families; but make sure the rest of us are in the dark about the dangers.  Trust

me; the effects of all those satellites in our atmosphere is already taking place with the increased storms and changed weather

patterns.
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David targeted the head by using the familiar tools of his day-to-day life (he also used his opponents' tools against them.) David used a

ground-up approach as a complete surprise-reversal of the situation, just as does the Sun every morning, and as are the truckers et al

now.
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The powers that be can already do everything that the digital ID might accomplish. They can freeze your bank account and seize your

money. They can block donations. They can shadow ban and de platform. They save all phone conversations and internet activity.

They have access to the records of everything you purchase online. They can track where you are with your phone and passport.

Anyone who has ever been charged with a crime by the federal government knows these things to be true. The digital ID streamline the

control grid, but their ability to control has been operational for many decades.
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I think you are right.
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10 minutes of JP Sears is all I needed to know..... JP Sears....the plan, hacking humans.

citizenfreepress.com/breaking/is-klaus-schwab-the-most-dangerous-man-i..
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That is why you should vote Trump back in, he wouldn’t put up with this .
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Yeah, that's why Trump put us under martial law on Friday, March 13, 2020, promoted Operation Warp Speed to poison the

people and now urges everyone to get the bioweapon. He'll Mx everything. The lessor of evils is still evil.
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Canada was an interesting trial run on part of this concept. When Trudeau deployed the authoritarian tactic of freezing the bank

accounts, or threatening to, of anyone guilty of wrong think, who was the western leader that came out against this? There wasn't one

that I can recall. Not. One. Not a single leader of a nominally democratic style govt said Justin Zoolander's move was a bad idea. And

by "leader," I don't just mean heads of state; it also includes rank and Mle lawmakers. Along the way, these budding totalitarians saw a

citizen Karenwaffe ready to support their ideas.
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As long as these same people directing all this well planned agenda are in fact brought to account...none of this ends. To date March

8, 2022 not ONE perp has been held to account in orchestrating all of this...not ONE. The new deMnition of insanity. Its not like they are

not known either
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Exactly!
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In response to mammywitch1´s sarcastic comment "....Also, notice on MSM that nearly all of their pics & videos show women &

children (the old sympathy card played yet again)--hardly any men in there at all...are you getting the picture yet? If not--send more

money and you soon will!!!" This is a very cynical comment coming from someone who evidently is far removed from the centre of

action. I would like to point out that it is the women, children and old people that the Ukrainian men are trying to send out of the

country to safety in the West through Moldavia, Romania, Poland, Hungary, Slovakia before the onslaught by the Russians massacres

the unarmed innocent people who get caught in the corridors \eeing for their lives and for which the Russians are not respecting the

cease-Mre agreements, broken 3 times in the last few days.

You don´t see many men leaving because they are staying to Mght for their country against all odds, even Ukrainian men in Europe are

RETURNING to Mght for the homeland. Living in Europe, we are taking in millions of refugees in this next wave of persons displaced by

senseless war, and yes they do need money, they have only what they can carry. If you have no sympathy or empathy, then you must

already be a cyborg.
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Shellback, I really hope you will watch this, you need to "watch" because Putin talks, in Russian....

remnant-tv.com/video/the-errors-of-globalism-russia-ukraine-and-the-su..
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Yes we have an evil element in our country and also the world who want to enslave us in every way. But many of us are oblivious to this

happening and it hasn't just started. It's been going on for decades if not centuries. The best way to Mght it is the knowledge of it going

on and we the awakened ones must stop it by awakening others to join in the Mght. I thank Dr. Mercola for one that's on the forefront of

this Mght and enlightening us.
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So which countries are not on board with the Great Reset? Are there any safer places?Federal covid restrictions mean the

unvaccinated still cannot leave Canada and there are no plans for that to change but is anywhere any better?
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No country is really safe. For must countries the Mght against this tyranny is the it's individual citizens. We have an element in

the US that's trying to push this. Just keep an eye on the leaders of your government o[cials.
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I know of one 4 sure.. Mexico.
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Scary! Thank you for your thorough research and mind-bending insights. “It is easier to fool someone than convince them they are

being fooled.” That is the hurdle we have to cross.
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A Carrington event would solve the digital problem.
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Depopulation by 2050 is a goal,according Zionist Klaus Schwab. " It can be achieved by short term wars, planned pandemics,

starvation " His psychopathic mind expecting to " get rid of useless 5 billion eaters. From survivors, half will be Asians because

culturally and historically they don't question orders or authorities. They are obedient.
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If the globalist can take control of cybercurrencies, and regular currencies, it seems like the only option is a system where you trade

(barter) goods and services, and not use cash or credit cards. MMC88121
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We have the worst Covid-19 outcomes because of our SAD. We have the mess in Ukraine because we didn't listen to Putin's warnings.

We had a conniption Mt when missiles were discovered in Cuba, but we expect Putin's Russia to welcome us up close and personal in

Ukraine - simply wait until the man is dead. Too much over thinking on this one, when will learn to play the long game.
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I remember watching Alex Jones interview Aaron Russo. Russo talked about Nick Rockefeller telling him that everyone would be

chipped, only the elite's chips would be different, special. I found the interview still out there. www.youtube.com/watch
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The new world order, China dependant on their own people to spend. USA no longer at the top. NATO and eu no longer as they are.
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@ exmouth The EU turned into a 'socialism for corporations' ediMce at the 2008 Mnancial meltdown I think. They would have

brought us the dreadful TTIP agreement with open doors to Monsanto products, TiSA , and the rest.
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jasperberrington
Joined On 8/15/2021 2:24:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Could someone please explain how the 2001 Patriot Act Mts into this since that was the Mrst time it was publicly reported that all book

purchases, online and in-store, were being reported.
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Patriot act, started to strip away our right to privacy, under the pretense it was for our safety. MMC88121
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markuzick
Joined On 3/16/2013 5:05:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WWIII Effectively Declared www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/russia/us-effectively-de..  Putin knows that it takes two

to Mght: will he be able to restrain from suicidal retaliation? If not, it will be ghastly all around. I've heard he's believed to have nuclear

subs parked in Long Island Sound.
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Source of submarine information? Please.
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mammywitch1
Joined On 11/3/2021 8:26:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Ukraine/Russia thing is another "SEE THE MONKEY" tactic. If they direct your attention one place--LOOK AT ANOTHER because

they will be doing something detrimental there! The old magician's "sleight of hand" thing, yet again! Also, notice on MSM that nearly

all of their pics & videos show women & children (the old sympathy card played yet again)--hardly any men in there at all...are you

getting the picture yet? If not--send more money and you soon will!!!
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jsmccord7
Joined On 2/16/2010 1:16:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From the info that I have seen and heard the people of the Ukraine said they are being Mred upon from the NATO forces and the

neo-nazi's....not Russian troops.They are glad what Russia is doing and hoped that they would have done it years ago.Ukraine is a

corrupt country for the deep state and soros.I also heard Ukraine has 8 bioweapons labs in their country.
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Sshannon5
Joined On 3/8/2022 6:27:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm really sorry you have gone down the QAnon path. I used to respect you. So many people lost to QAnon. Fear has taken over. I hope

the future brings you back.
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EmilyHarbour
Joined On 7/25/2021 5:51:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The recent storms in the UK led to immediate closures of schools and railways (‘just in case a tree fell down and hurt someone’)" You

total idiot Mercola!! People need to be warned if trees are going to kill them in violent storms. Had those who were kileed not ventured

out they would still be with us. Stop pretending that closing schools is a bad idea in violent weather, unless of course you are happy

with children dying. Disgracefull way to pretend this is part of the control, it is part of saving lives you fool.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Emily - your outburst clearly deMnes you as BRAINWASHED - now you want to kill the messenger - get a hold on yourself or take

your vitriol some place else
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just in case a tree fell down and hit somebody??? We'll take our chances, you can go hide in the basement.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A digital I.D to secure a mortgage?…I thought ‘we will own nothing & we will like it?’….
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You caught that too! I've been quiet today.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Janjim…. I know where they want to take this and people like you & I will die as humans, NOT as AI modiMed zombies….on our

feet not on our knees….
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Literally, even when you pay the mtg. in full, you do not own the property. All you get is a feudal (king's) CERTIFICATE of title. Not

a true Allodial Title.
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Lynn289
Joined On 1/30/2015 7:52:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone else here study biblical prophecy and see world events are fulMlling biblical prophecy to a 'T', which means the bible is

true, Jesus Christ is coming back soon to take his people out of this world. Every person needs to look up, put their faith in Christ for

salvation from sin and from Gods judgment, and escape the horriMc plans that Dr. Mercola describe are coming and it's coming sooner

than anyone realizes.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jesus is returning, but we aren’t going anywhere. There will be a 1,000 year millennial reign following His return. The word

Rapture simply means “caught up”, but it isn’t an event, it’s an action. When the Lord returns, EVERYONE on earth will see Him,

and the dead in Christ will rise, and those of us who are alive and remain will be caught up too…to meet with The Lord in the air.

(As he’s returning) We are just going to be gathered together to meet and to be with the Lord, but we aren’t leaving Earth.  He is

going to destroy the wicked, and set up the millennial reign. Satan will be bound for 1,000 years, and only the righteous will be

alive. The dead will stay dead until the Mnal judgment…which takes place AFTER the 1,000 year millennium.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The NT is written for people who lived in the Mrst century. Jesus said to Jews in that period that their generation would see an

end time. This doesn't mean end of all times, but an end of a period. The original text is in Greek, they used the word- aión -

which is sometimes translated as century, but also as a time period. Clearly, it's about the end of a period as Matthew 24:34 &

Luke 21:32 both speak about that their generation will see this end time, which did happened in the year 70, being the end time

for Jews living in Juda and Jerusalem as they were killed or enslaved and send to Rome. Jesus predicted in Matthew 24: 6 and

7 that would happen during their lifetimes.

Revelation 1:7 said the end time would be for all tribes of the earth. But the word 'earth' in the Greek original is: - GE - which can

be translated as nation, or region. As it is written for Jews in Mrst century, it means to them the end of Israel, not of the whole

earth. Jesus said in Matthew 5:18: "Heaven and earth will pass away, but My words will never pass away. For truly, I say to you,

until heaven and earth pass away, not an iota, not a dot, will pass from the Law until all is accomplished." Jesus is talking about

Jerusalem and the Temple destroyed, which happen in the year 70. Matthew 23: 36 "Truly I tell you, all this will come on this

generation."  Mark 1:15 "The time has come,” Jesus said 2000 years ago.

“The kingdom of God has come near." Heaven and Earth are symbolic words that people understood in Mrst century. The Book of

Isaiah 1:1,2 speak about it being symbolic, as did Moses in the bible. The Jewish historian Flavius Josephus wrote that Moses'

tabernacle was called "heaven, land, and sea." So with the fall of Juda and the temple in 70, Heaven and Earth passed away, and

a new period would start. A new non-material Heaven would replace the old one, in a new union with God. Jesus said to prey to

this Heaven, which is not the empty space above the clouds.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

good analysis Pete
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jschoch8
Joined On 1/7/2014 11:26:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This one world order/religion and buying/selling being digital was told to us thousands of years ago in the bible. The rapture (escape)

of the church should happen before this whole plan of theirs is complete. Seek Jesus now so you are not left behind.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hebrews 12:25 See that ye refuse not him that speaketh. For if they escaped not who refused him that spake on earth, much

more shall not we escape, if we turn away from him that speaketh from heaven: Jesus said, Luke 21:36 Watch ye therefore, and

pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of

man. 1Th 5:1 ¶ But of the times and the seasons, brethren, ye have no need that I write unto you. 1Th 5:2 For yourselves know

perfectly that the day of the Lord so cometh as a thief in the night. 1Th 5:3 For when they shall say, Peace and safety; then

sudden destruction cometh upon them, as travail upon a woman with child; and they shall not escape.

1Th 5:4 But ye, brethren, are not in darkness, that that day should overtake you as a thief. 1Th 5:5 Ye are all the children of light,

and the children of the day: we are not of the night, nor of darkness. 1Th 5:6 ¶ Therefore let us not sleep, as do others; but let us

watch and be sober. 1Th 5:7 For they that sleep sleep in the night; and they that be drunken are drunken in the night. 1Th 5:8 But

let us, who are of the day, be sober, putting on the breastplate of faith and love; and for an helmet, the hope of salvation. 1Th 5:9

For God hath not appointed us to wrath, but to obtain salvation by our Lord Jesus Christ, 1Th 5:10 Who died for us, that, whether

we wake or sleep, we should live together with him.
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ulika7
Joined On 7/11/2012 5:12:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think the article is not balanced. My understanding is that, as always the west was snd is still aggressively picking the bear. Ukraine

has many mineral deposits that thd US desperately needs because China is playing hardball. Why should Russia give in to a US sham

government that was not democratically elected? The US had nuclear plants in Russia which have been operating with CIA operatives.

Putin invaded Ukraine to stop the supply of arms and NATO mercenaries to the rebels who are supported by tbd US. And above all

else, Russia has the right to protect itself, when an enemy comes into an area does does not belong to them, what would you do? Putin

is a smart man, he will do everything to prevent another war like in Iraq or Vietnam of Yemen. Follow RT news, although they are off

line for some mysterious reasons…
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perrymrmrp
Joined On 7/20/2010 6:56:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete.Smith - I'm not an expert but I'm twice as intelligent as you - I'm a halfwit
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perrymrmrp: you got 2 out of 3 correct!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete is an intelligent researcher - if you disagree state why
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We live in exciting times indeed. Bible prophecy is being fulMlled and will continue to be fulMlled. This mark of the Beast (global

empire) will not be rolled out UNTIL the Son of Perdition is revealed. I believe this person is former President Barack Obama, and the

time is coming soon when he will publicly come back into power. I believe he is already controlling the Biden Administration from the

shadows, but the time will come soon, when there will be an announcement about Biden being unMt, and instead of the VP Harris

taking over, Obama will assume public control of the presidency once again. Not by election, by \attery.  There will not be another

Presidential election ever again in the country.
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There have been 2 solar eclipses on God’s Feast days which when combined, have formed an X across the USA. One of the eclipses

was visible from the Florida to Washington state… all the way across the country, and the other eclipse was seen from the North East

corner of the USA all the way across to the SouthWest corner of California. The fact that both of these eclipses occurred on Biblical

Feast Days are symbolic that God is revealing signs to those people who have the eyes to see them. Feast days are for appointed

times, and the sun and moon are lights which God created for signs and for seasons.

 Anyway…Obama will soon again be back in the White House, he will then be revealed to be the biblical anti-Christ. Together with the

False Prophet (Pope Francis) they will deceive the world into taking this Mark of the Beast.  Time is short, everyone who fails to repent

and turn to Jesus now, will fall for the coming deception.  Please read 2 Thessalonians Chapter 2….it is my foundation for having said

what I did. I will post it below on the next post. People don’t realize that Revelation 17 reveals who Mystery Babylon is…this is the

woman who is riding/controlling this Beast Empire. Everything starts making sense when you realize this!
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Now we beseech you, brethren, by the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, and by our gathering together unto him, that ye be not

soon shaken in mind, or be troubled, neither by spirit, nor by word, nor by letter as from us, as that the day of Christ is at hand.

Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come, except there come a falling away Mrst, and that man of sin be

revealed, the son of perdition; who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God, or that is worshipped; so that he

as God sitteth in the temple of God, shewing himself that he is God. Remember ye not, that, when I was yet with you, I told you

these things? And now ye know what withholdeth that he might be revealed in his time.

For the mystery of iniquity doth already work: only he who now letteth will let, until he be taken out of the way. And then shall

that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of his

coming: even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and signs and lying wonders, and with all

deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the love of the truth, that they might be

saved. And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie: that they all might be damned who

believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness. 2 Thessalonians 2:1-12
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In the words of the video poster: Soulless World Economic Forum Puppet, Klaus Schwab's 'Great Reset' Pet And Arrogant

Pseudo-Intellectual, Prof. Yuval Noah Harari, Says You Have No Soul And Are A Hackable Animal With No Free Will.

www.youtube.com/watch
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Harai is paid by the word - like any mercenary jounalist he will say anything for money
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What Prof. Yuval Noah Harari is saying we are a hackable zombies, just like Stanley likes to say. But more important than Harari

saying it, is that the WEF is saying it, Harari speaks for them. It is part of the WEF plans for us. Harari promotes and explains

this for the WEF elite, how to enslave us, and to get better control over us then Gestapo and KGB did.
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Pete I have never used the term "hackable" - the Zombie phenomena is a natural evolution from mind to mindless - hacking

implies "other directed" which I constantly rail against
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End of this age is here -- Mnally. Christ's Kingdom is next, forever and ever. Repent and follow Christ before it's too late.
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I think it's time to consider using nuclear weapons against the communists that are threatening our way of life. For me, I'd rather be

dead than red.
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How depressing it is just to to view this blinkered nonsense.
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I'd rather be RED than DEAD - if you want to be dead Gates welcomes your euthanasia - the more dead the merrier as far as the

demented power brokers are concerned
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Yes, because of the danger of becoming enslaved, brainwashed, and poor. Communism is the worst ideology in the world, but

strangely Americans cannot grasp enormity of it. I am peaceful, but at this point, I would send these criminals into a black hole

if I could do that.
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Our way of life ended with 911 and the hugely insulting Patriot Act.  It took away all freedoms that Reg thinks we might lose to

communists ......  never mind the political 'isms' in the end, its either dictatorships who copy the old devine rights of kings and

queens or individual rights with means of appeal when they are violated.  Right now our protection from dictators is unravelling.

And dont think the choice is between one dictator or the other --- thats Mts right into the game.
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“A point of view and be a dangerous luxury when substituted for insight and understanding." Marshall McLuhan. I do not at any

level condone the actions of Russia and their attack on Ukraine and its people. The loss of life and destruction is a crime

against humanity.  Just asking a question. Has NATO baited Russian?  Consider - U.S. Secretary of State James Baker's famous

"not one inch eastward" assurance about NATO expansion in his meeting with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev on February 9,

1990, was part of a cascade of assurances about Soviet security given by Western leaders to Gorbachev and other Soviet

o[cials. - Map of NATO expansion. medium.com/center-for-strategic-and-international-studies/nato-enlarge..  - This chapter of

the "Great Game" is incredibly risky and dangerous. The longer is it played the risk grows geometrically. Until the game reaches

the “right-end” of the hockey stick. The Game is then over.
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There are presently no actual communistic countries on earth. The true communists were murdered long ago by the tyrants

who despised them. Nuclear weapons usage in any war at this time could escalate into nuclear winter dooming most, if not all,

humans into extinction. A radioactive earth might support cockroaches as the highest form of life. Obviously, there are humans

alive who would rather be dead than red, christian, muslim, hindu, or any other ideology, and they, the ones who would rather die

than live under another label, are very sure that they have the right and responsibility to choose for others. Reminds me of the

globalists, some of whom seem to believe that they can survive no matter what.
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I've been a great fan of Dr M for many years and, having studied group dynamics, I am always interested in his theories about "what is

really happening" in societies under the surface. One phenomenon in this category is the way in which a group of people believe they

have spotted some plan or trend that the majority are blind to. It makes them feel part of an elite group, who are more intelligent and

insightful than the general population. And alas, it looks to me as if to some extent this has happened on the Mercola site. I am not

vaccinated and I can go along with many of Dr M's insights/theories concerning Covid. But the idea that Russia's invasion is part of a

big plan? Sorry, that's a step too far. To me, human beings simply are not su[ciently well organised to mount a Big Plan on the scale

suggested. Also, such a Plan would involve so many players that there would inevitably be some whistle-blowers who revealed it in full

detail.
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Dear Dr. Mercola, You are letting the darkness invade your thinking. I can't say I blame you at all. It creeps into mine as well. But

please, try to focus on more positive in your missives. Thanks, Tom Beach, Waimea, Hawaii
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This is the most ridiculous thread I have ever read on Mercola's site, and I have been on it for over 8 years. Your fears of social media

and your own propaganda is way out of control, most of you should not even use this platform for your comments. With the exception

of the Covid conspiracy, you all need to stick to medical and health concerns. You enjoy paranoia! I think the people of the world have

uniMed and spoken against Putin's actions. It is funny how you feed on each others comments. Some of you are brilliant and contribute

wonderful health information! Stick with what you know, not with what you think you know.
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Joined On 6/19/2006 8:31:37 AM
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I agree Lorileath. I've watched in dismay as this comments section has become more and more extreme, with regular

contributors taking up much of the space (and presumably hours every day) to constantly reinforce each other's paranoia and

arrogantly put down those who disagree with them. Now it seems that Dr M has joined them. I'm really sorry because my

impression is that he is a good man who has lost his way - perhaps as a result of being persecuted because of his medical

beliefs - as has clearly happened.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/8/2022 9:13:34 PM
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perrymrmrp
Joined On 7/20/2010 6:56:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh my God - Mercola has Mnally kamikazed on the \ight deck - Well no one can say this hasn’t been coming for a while - the signs have

been there in spades…. Pity I think he’s a good guy - just a pity he couldn’t have focussed on what he’s good at. - wellness… Well in his

new ‘conspiracy expert’ form he certainly seems to have a host of fellow travellers on this forum - Never realized there were so many

Kooks around

🥺🥺
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Perrymrmrp: When you have zero freedoms and you cannot purchase healthy supplements as well as real, whole, untainted

organic food, how will you achieve wellness?
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Perrymrmrmrmrp. What makes you the expert? I guess you had 2 vaccine shots plus booster shot.
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

U r an idiot.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

perrymrmrp  “The eye sees only what the mind is prepared to comprehend.” ― Robertson Davies  For me, reality is like an onion.

Many layers, subtleties, and nuances. As one peels back the layers revealing reality, many will bring you to tears.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am proud to be a "Kook".
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